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Introduction

INTRODUCTION
This guide contains instructions for completing basic operations in MG-SOFT Visual
YANG Designer Professional Edition application. Majority of instructions are provided on
a step-by-step basis, which should help the reader start using the software effectively.
This document is not meant as the ultimate reference guide to designing YANG modules
that would describe the meaning and usage of every existing YANG statement. Instead, it
describes the basic methods and principles of how YANG modules and submodules are
designed in Visual YANG Designer. For complete reference about the YANG data
modeling language, please refer to the YANG version 1 specification (RFC 6020) or
YANG version 1.1 specification (RFC 7950).
Visual YANG Designer features two modes of operation: Design mode and Source mode.
Majority of instructions in this document refer to Design mode, which is the default mode
of editing. General guidelines for designing YANG modules in the advanced Source
mode of editing are provided in section Design New YANG Module in Source Mode.
It is supposed that you are familiar with using a graphical computer environment, such as
choosing a main menu command or a pop-up command, selecting items, closing
windows and dialog boxes, using the drag&drop technique, etc.
All program commands in this manual are written in bold and italic letters. Individual
commands in combinations of commands are separated by the "/" character. For example:
Edit / Preferences – which means: click the "Edit" entry in the menu bar and select the
"Preferences" command from the "View" menu.
All hyperlinks in text are marked with blue colored letters, e.g., Starting Visual YANG
Designer. Clicking a hyperlink opens the page, which the hyperlink points to.

1.1 Product Description
MG-SOFT Visual YANG Designer is an advanced, yet easy-to-use YANG authoring tool
that features a project-based workflow and an IDE-like user interface with comprehensive
project and file management capabilities and different views and modes of operation.
Visual YANG Designer lets you design, edit and validate YANG modules and submodules in
a visual manner, without having to master the YANG syntax. In addition to the visual design
mode of operation, the software features also an advanced source mode of operation,
which incorporates a full-blown YANG source code editor that includes syntax coloring
and intelligent code completion feature. The source mode of operation boosts productivity
for experienced YANG authors who prefer writing the YANG code themselves with
convenience of the built-in YANG authoring mechanisms, like code auto-completion, find
usages, go to definitions, find/replace, etc. The software lets you create a YANG
authoring project in a few wizard-driven steps. Within a project, you can create new
YANG files and open existing ones with ease. The application allows you to have many
YANG files open for editing and switch between the source or design editing mode on a
per-file basis.
Visual YANG Designer provides full support for YANG version 1.1 (RFC 7950), as well as
the original YANG version 1.0 (RFC 6020). For more information about the versions of
YANG data modeling language, refer to the About YANG 1 and YANG 1.1 section.
8
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The software reads and writes YANG files directly and enables a parallel use of file
versioning tools like SVN or Git to support collaboration and team work.
Visual YANG Designer can load existing YANG modules and let you edit them either in a
visual manner (where module elements are graphically represented as nodes in a
hierarchical tree view) or by using the built-in YANG source code editor.
To design a YANG module in a visual mode of operation, simply drag&drop YANG nodes
(e.g., container, list, leaf, leaf-list, etc.) from the components toolbar to the desired
position in the module tree and set their properties in the Node Properties panel of the
main window. The tool supports all mechanisms available in YANG, including defining
data nodes, importing, augmenting, subtyping, defining operations, notifications, etc.
The software includes strict YANG consistency validation engine that operates on all YANG
files in the project and displays easy-to-understand Error and Warning messages in case of
inconsistencies. The software implements also all the rules for revising YANG modules
and will let you produce new revisions of YANG modules that fully comply with the YANG
updating rules.
The tool produces modules in the native YANG format and lets you convert them to XMLbased YIN syntax format.
MG-SOFT Visual YANG Designer is a JavaTM application that can be installed and used
on Windows, Linux and macOS operating systems with Java Runtime Environment
version 8.0 (a.k.a. JRE 1.8) or later installed.
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INSTALL VISUAL YANG DESIGNER PROFESSIONAL EDITION
This section presents the basic system requirements your computer has to meet to install and
use MG-SOFT Visual YANG Designer Professional Edition, and it describes the procedure of
installing MG-SOFT YANG Designer on Windows, Linux and macOS operating systems.

2.1 Requirements

2.1.1 Java
MG-SOFT Visual YANG Designer is a JavaTM application that can be installed and used
on Windows, Linux and macOS operating systems with Oracle Java Runtime
Environment version 8.0 (a.k.a. JRE 1.8) or newer or with OpenJDK 11 or newer.
The current default version of Oracle Java is Java 8, and the latest general availability
release, at the time of this writing, is Java 17. Long-term-support (LTS) Java releases are
Java 8, 11 and 17.
If you have a large data model (YANG or YIN) and a 64-bit operating system, it is highly
recommended to use a 64-bit version of Java, as it allows allocating significantly more
memory than 32-bit version (e.g., in practice, the maximum attainable heap size for a 32-bit
Java Virtual Machine (JVM) on Windows is typically around 1.5 GB, which may not be
enough for loading large data models).
You can download 64-bit Java 8 (commercial version) for various operating systems from:
https://www.java.com/en/download/manual.jsp
You can download 64-bit Open JDK 11 and later (open source version) from:
https://jdk.java.net/
You can download 64-bit Oracle JDK 11 and later from:
https://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/downloads/index.html

Installing OpenJDK 11 or Later on Windows
The Oracle OpenJDK 11 and newer builds for Windows are available in form of a zip
archive. To use this version of Java with MG-SOFT YANG Designer, you need to extract
the binaries from the zip archive to a desired location and set the JAVA_HOME
environment variable accordingly, as described in this section.
The following procedure refers to installing Oracle OpenJDK 17. To install a different
version of OpenJDK, modify the version in file names and paths below accordingly.
1. Download OpenJDK 17 (or later) for Windows from the following URL:
https://jdk.java.net/
Note: Oracle OpenJDK 11 and later for Windows is available only in 64-bit build (x64).
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2. Extract the contents of the downloaded zip archive (e.g., openjdk-17_windowsx64_bin.zip) to a destination of your choice (e.g., C:\Program
Files\Java\jdk-17).
3. Open the Windows System Properties dialog box (Control Panel / System /
Advanced System Settings) and switch to the Advanced tab (Figure 1).

Figure 1: The System Properties dialog box

4. Click the Environment Variables button at the bottom of this dialog box to open the
Environment Variables dialog box (Figure 2).
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Figure 2: The Environment Variables dialog box

5. In the System variables section, click the New button (Figure 2) to open the New
System Variable dialog box (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Adding the JAVA_HOME system variable

6. Into the Variable name input line, enter JAVA_HOME.
7. Into the Variable value input line, enter the full path to the root folder of the extracted
JDK zip archive, e.g., C:\Program Files\Java\jdk-17.
Note: The path specified above should contain the Java release file and several subfolders,
e.g., bin, conf, include, etc.)

8. Click the OK button several times to close all system dialog boxes and apply the
changes.
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To verify that the new variable is configured correctly, open a Command Prompt (CMD)
window and type the following command in it:
echo %JAVA_HOME%
The above command should print out the configured JAVA_HOME variable value, for
example:
C:\Program Files\Java\jdk-17

Installing OpenJDK 11 or Later on Mac
The Oracle OpenJDK 11 and newer builds for macOS is available are form of a tar.gz
archive. To use this version of Java with MG-SOFT YANG Designer on Mac, you need to
extract the binaries from the zip archive to a specific location, as described in this section.
The following procedure refers to installing Oracle OpenJDK 17. To install a different
version of OpenJDK, modify the version in file names below accordingly.
1. Download OpenJDK
https://jdk.java.net/

17

(or

later)

for

macOS

from

the

following

URL:

Note: Oracle OpenJDK 11 and later for Mac is available only in 64-bit build (x86_64).

2. Extract the contents of the downloaded tar.gz archive (e.g., openjdk-17_osxx64_bin.tar.gz) to the following location:
/Library/Java/JavaVirtualMachines
To achieve the above, you can execute the following command in a Terminal:
sudo tar -xvf ./openjdk-17_osx-x64_bin.tar.gz -C /Library/Java/JavaVirtualMachines/

Installing OpenJDK 11 or Later on Linux
The Oracle OpenJDK 11 and newer builds for Linux are available in form of a tar.gz
archive. To use this version of Java with MG-SOFT YANG Designer on Linux, you need
to extract the binaries from the zip archive and configure the system to make this version
of Java the default one, as described in this section.
The following procedure refers to installing Oracle OpenJDK 17. To install a different
version of OpenJDK, modify the version in file names below accordingly.
1. Download OpenJDK
https://jdk.java.net/

17

(or

later)

for

Linux

from

the

following

URL:

Note: Oracle OpenJDK 11 and later for Linux is available only in 64-bit build (x86_64).
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2. Extract the contents of the downloaded tar.gz archive (e.g., openjdk-17_linuxx64_bin.tar.gz) to a desired location:
sudo tar -xvf openjdk-17_linux-x64_bin.tar.gz -C /usr/lib/jvm/

3. Configure alternatives system for this version of Java:
sudo update-alternatives --install /usr/bin/java java /usr/lib/jvm/jdk-17/bin/java 1

4. Set this version to be the default Java on your system:
sudo update-alternatives --config java
The above command prints all versions of Java on the system, for example:
Selection Command
------------------------------------------------------------------*+ 1
/usr/lib/jvm/java-8-openjdk-amd64/jre/bin/java
2
/usr/lib/jvm/jdk-17/bin/java
Enter to keep the current selection[+], or type selection number: 2
5. IMPORTANT: If more than one version of Java exists on the system, type the
selection number above that represents the newly installed version, e.g: 2 and press
Enter.
To verify the default Java version, run the following command:
java -version
This command should display the above selected version of Java, for example:
openjdk version "17" 2021-09-14
OpenJDK Runtime Environment (build 17+35-2724)
OpenJDK 64-Bit Server VM (build 17+35-2724, mixed mode, sharing)
Note: There are some known visual defects (e.g., misaligned drop-down lists, invisible checkboxes, font
issues, etc.) in the application graphical user interface when using the system look-and-feel with Oracle
OpenJDK 11+ on certain Linux distributions and desktop environments (e.g., RHEL/CentOS 7.4+ with
GNOME 3, Ubuntu 17.10+ with GNOME 3, etc.). It is expected that these issues will be fixed with the
future updates of OpenJDK and/or GNOME. As of now, the workaround is to run YANG Designer with a
specific (metal) look-and-feel that does not exhibit these problems. To do this, start YANG Designer with
the -Dswing.systemlaf=javax.swing.plaf.MetalLookAndFeel switch, as follows:
java -Xmx1g -Dswing.systemlaf=javax.swing.plaf.metal.MetalLookAndFeel -jar /usr/local/mg-soft/mgyangdesigner/java/mgYangDesigner.jar
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2.1.2 Memory
The amount of memory required by Visual YANG Designer depends on the size and
complexity of the loaded data model. By default, YANG Designer reserves 1 GB of
memory when launched.
While YANG Designer can run on systems with 1 GB RAM or less, it is recommended to
use a system with at least 2 GB of RAM. To load very large data models and/or manipulate
very large configurations, it is recommended to use 64-bit Java and reserve 4 GB or more
memory (Java max. heap size) for the application - as described below.

Resolving Memory-Related Issues
By default, Visual YANG Designer reserves 1 GB of memory when launched (i.e., the JVM
that hosts YANG Designer application is started with -Xmx1024m parameter, where 1024m
stands for 1024 MB of memory). If needed, you can modify the maximum amount of reserved
memory (max. heap size) by editing the -Xmx parameter value in the startup.conf file.
Editing this value is only necessary if the application runs out of memory or if a too large
-Xmx parameter value has been set and consequently the application (i.e., JVM) is unable to
start. The startup.conf file is a plain text file at the following location:
~\.mgyangdesigner\config\
...where ~ is the user's home directory.
On Windows, the above path typically resolves to this path:
C:\Users\[username]\.mgyangdesigner\config\

On Linux, the above path typically resolves to this path:
/home/[username]/.mgyangdesigner/config/

On Mac, the above path typically resolves to this path:
/Users/[username]/Library/Application Support/com.mgsoft.mgyangdesigner/config/

Note: if the startup.conf file does not exist yet, you can create it at the above location,
and write the -Xmx parameter and value in it (e.g., -Xmx4096m). Then, restart the
application.
To enable displaying the application memory usage in the status bar, open the program
preferences (Edit/Preferences), and enable the Show memory usage in status bar
option in the General Preferences section. This will display the amount of currently used
memory and total allocated memory (heap size) of the application in the lower right
section of the status bar (e.g., 40/137MB).
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2.1.3 Operating System
MG-SOFT Visual YANG Designer can be used on Windows, Linux, and macOS operating
systems with Oracle Java 8+ or OpenJDK 11+ installed. Different YANG Designer
installers for these operating systems are available.

Windows Operating System
MG-SOFT Visual YANG Designer 2022 supports the following Microsoft Windows
operating systems (64-bit versions are preferred):










Windows Server 2008,
Windows 7,
Windows Server 2012,
Windows 8.x,
Windows 10,
Windows Server 2016,
Windows Server 2019,
Windows 11,
Windows Server 2022.

Linux Operating System
MG-SOFT Visual YANG Designer 2022 supports the following 32-bit and 64-bit Linux
distributions running on Intel x86/x86_64 architecture:








RHEL 5 / CentOS 5 or newer,
Fedora Core 27 or newer,
SUSE Linux Enterprise 11 or newer,
Ubuntu 14.04 or newer,
Mint 18.3 or newer,
Debian 7 or newer,
Slackware 13 or newer.

macOS Operating System
MG-SOFT Visual YANG Designer 2022 supports the following operating systems running
on Intel-based Mac platform (x86_64 architecture):










OS X v10.9.x Mavericks,
OS X v10.10.x Yosemite,
OS X v10.11.x El Capitan,
macOS v10.12.x Sierra,
macOS v10.13.x High Sierra,
macOS v10.14.x Mojave,
macOS v10.15.x Catalina,
macOS v11.x Big Sur,
macOS v12.x Monterey
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2.1.4 Privileges
Administrator/root user privileges are required to install the software.

2.2 Installing Visual YANG Designer
Before you install Visual YANG Designer Professional Edition on your computer, first
make sure your computer meets the system requirements described in the Requirements
section.

2.2.1 Windows Operating System
Note: To install the software on Windows, you need to have administrative privileges.

1. Use Windows Explorer to locate the MG-SOFT Visual YANG Designer Professional
Edition software distribution (zip archive or setup file) that you have downloaded from
MG-SOFT’s Website or obtained on a removable medium.
Note: In case MG-SOFT Visual YANG Designer installer has been delivered to you on a USB
flash card (WalletFlash), insert the card into a free USB port on your computer and allow the
operating system to install the necessary drivers to use the flash drive.

2. The software distribution contains installer (setup.exe) of MG-SOFT Visual YANG
Designer for Windows. Double-click the setup.exe file to run the Visual YANG
Designer installer.
3. If the operating system displays a dialog box that prompts you for a consent or
administrator password, provide it and click the OK button to display the installation wizard.
4. Follow the installation guidelines on screen to complete the installation.
Once the installation is complete, you can start MG-SOFT YANG Designer program.

2.2.2 Linux Operating System
Note: To install the software on Linux, you need to have the root user privileges.

Before the installation, please close all running MG-SOFT applications and uninstall any
previous version of MG-SOFT Visual YANG Designer Professional Edition from the system.
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1. On Linux, the software is available in three different distribution packages (rpm, deb
and tgz). Locate or download the appropriate package for your system and use the
corresponding package manager to install the software, as described in the following
steps.
2. Depending on your Linux distribution, run one of the following commands in a
Terminal window to install the software:
a) Linux distributions with the RPM package manager (e.g., RHEL, Fedora, SUSE, etc):


On a 32-bit Linux distribution with the RPM package manager, install the 32-bit
(i386) RPM package:
# rpm -ivh mgYangDesigner_2022-X.X-X.i386.rpm



On a 64-bit (x86_64) Linux distribution with the RPM package manager, install the
RPM package containing the 64-bit build of the software, as follows:
# rpm -ivh mgYangDesigner_2022-X.X-X.x86_64.rpm

b) Linux distributions with the DPKG package manager (e.g., Debian, Ubuntu, etc.):


On a 32-bit Linux distribution with the DPKG package manager, install the 32-bit
(i386) DEB package:
# dpkg -i mgYangDesigner-2022_X.X-X_i386.deb



On a 64-bit (x86_64/amd64) Linux distribution with the DPKG package manager,
install the corresponding DEB package, as follows:
# dpkg -i mgYangDesigner-2022_X.X-X_x86_64.deb

c) Linux distributions with the installpkg package manager (e.g., Slackware):


On a 32-bit (i386) Linux distribution with the installpkg package manager, install
the 32-bit TGZ package:
# installpkg mgYangDesigner_2022-X.X-i386-X.tgz



On a 64-bit (x86_64) Linux distribution with the installpkg package manager,
install the corresponding TGZ package:
# installpkg mgYangDesigner_2022-X.X-x86_64-X.tgz

If you have KDE or GNOME Environments installed on your machine, the installation will
add an entry to the K Menu or Gnome Menu respectively.
Once the installation is complete, you can start MG-SOFT YANG Designer program.

2.2.3 macOS Operating System
Note: You need to have administrative privileges to install the software on macOS.
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1. Double-click the MG-SOFT YANG Designer disk image file (.dmg) that you have
downloaded from MG-SOFT’s Website or obtained on a removable medium.
Tip: Use Finder to navigate to the DMG file if it is not located on your desktop.

2. The contents of the double-clicked disk image displays in a Finder window.
MG-SOFT Visual YANG Designer virtual drive appears on the desktop.
3. Drag&drop the "MG-SOFT YANG Designer.app" from the MG-SOFT Visual YANG
Designer virtual drive to the "Applications" folder.
Once the installation is complete, you can start MG-SOFT YANG Designer for macOS
from the Finder.
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START VISUAL YANG DESIGNER PROFESSIONAL EDITION

3.1 Starting Visual YANG Designer
3.1.1 Windows Operating System
1. In Windows operating systems, select the Start  Programs  MG-SOFT YANG
Designer  YANG Designer command from the Windows taskbar.
2. The YANG Designer desktop appears and you can start using the software. Please
refer to the Apply License Key section for instructions on how to apply your license.

3.1.2 Linux Operating System
The easiest way to start YANG Designer under Linux operating system is to use the start
menu. The start menu can be displayed from the desktop taskbar.
1. If you have the KDE or GNOME desktop environment installed, display the K/Gnome
start menu by clicking the button in the left corner of your taskbar.
2. To start YANG Designer, search for and use the MG-SOFT YANG Designer 
YANG Designer command.
3. The YANG Designer desktop appears and you can start using the software. Please
refer to the Apply License Key section for instructions on how to apply your license.
Tip: To start the software from command line, open a Terminal window and run the following script:

# /usr/local/mg-soft/mgyangdesigner/bin/mgyangdesigner.sh
The above script verifies that the correct version of Java is installed and starts the application with the
startup parameters specified in the startup.conf file.
If you want to completely bypass the startup script and configuration file (not recommended), you can
run the mgYangDesigner.jar file directly. To do this, change current directory to
/usr/local/mg-soft/mgyangdesigner/java/ and execute the following command:
# java -Xmx1024m -jar mgYangDesigner.jar

3.1.3 macOS Operating System
1. Open the Finder and select the Applications entry in the panel on the left.
2. Select and double-click the "MG-SOFT YANG Designer.app" icon to start the YANG
Designer application.
3. The YANG Designer desktop appears and you can start using the software. Please
refer to the Apply License Key section for instructions on how to apply your license.
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3.2 Visual YANG Designer Desktop
The Visual YANG Designer desktop is composed of typical graphical user interface
components, like the title bar, menu bar, toolbar and the working area.
Menu Bar
Toolbar
Tab Bar

Project/Components
panel

YANG Tree
panel

Node Properties
view (Design Mode)

Output
panel

Figure 4: Visual YANG Designer desktop - Design mode (light theme)

3.2.1 Two Modes of Operation: Design Mode and Source Mode
Visual YANG Designer features two modes of editing: Design mode and Source mode.
Both modes let you achieve the same goal: create, edit and validate YANG modules and
submodules, but they let you achieve that goal in a different way. The Design mode is a
visual mode, where you design a graphically presented YANG tree model by using the
appropriate GUI controls and allow the software to generate the resulting YANG code for
you. The Source mode of operation, on the other hand, is an advanced, text-based mode,
where you design YANG modules and submodules by writing the YANG code directly in
the built-in YANG source code editor.
The factory default is Design mode, meaning that when you open a YANG file in the
project, it opens in Design mode by default. You can switch between the Source and
Design mode at any time and continue designing your YANG file in the selected mode.
Note that switching between Design and Source mode is done on a per-file basis, meaning
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that the selected mode will apply only to the given YANG file, i.e., you can have one YANG
module open in Design mode and another in Source mode at the same time.
Furthermore, you can configure the default editing mode in the program preferences
dialog box (Edit / Preferences), in General panel - choose the Design or Source mode
option from the Default editing mode on file open drop-down list.
To switch between Design and Source mode for a given YANG file, select the desired
mode from the View menu or click the corresponding mode selection button in the right
section of the toolbar (Figure 5).

Figure 5: Selecting the desired mode of operation in Visual YANG Designer

Depending on the mode of operation selected, different window panels are displayed in
the Visual YANG Designer working area, as follows:

Design Mode
Design mode lets you design YANG modules and submodules in a visual manner by
placing graphically presented YANG statements (nodes) into a hierarchically structured
YANG tree and setting their properties in the accompanying window panel. In the
background, the software automatically generates the corresponding YANG code, based
on the visual edits you make.
To activate the Design mode, open a YANG file for editing and select the View / Design
Mode from the menu or click the Design mode toolbar button (
).
The following window panels form the Design mode working area (Figure 4):


Project/Components (left panel)
This panel contains two tabs:
Project tab
Displays the project hierarchy with root node carrying the name of the project and
all project source folders and included files as its subordinated nodes. In this panel,
you can manipulate YANG files in the project (copy, cut, delete, rename, etc.) and
open them for editing.
Components tab
Displays the components that are used as building blocks for creating a module
tree. The components are YANG statements/substatements. By default, the YANG
statements/substatements are context sensitive, meaning that only those YANG
statements/substatements are displayed that can be used with the currently
selected node in the YANG Tree panel. To design a YANG module, simply drag
components from the Components panel, drop them to the desired position in the
YANG Tree panel and set the node properties in the Node Properties view.
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YANG Tree (middle panel)
Displays the hierarchical tree structure of the YANG module or submodule you are
viewing/designing, where module elements (statements/substatements) are
graphically represented as nodes in a hierarchical tree. You can reposition nodes in
the tree by using the drag&drop technique.



Tab bar (upper section of the right panel)
Displays tabs of YANG files that are currently open for editing (when you open a
YANG file in the Project panel, a new tab appears in the tab bar). Select a tab to view
the contents of the given YANG file either in Design or Source mode (you can switch
between the modes on a per-file basis).



Node Properties (right panel)
Displays and lets you configure the properties of the node selected in the YANG Tree
panel (e.g., node name, description, status, etc.).



Output (bottom panel)
The Output panel contains three tabs:
Source tab
Displays the YANG definition of the node currently selected in the YANG Tree
panel and lets you edit it. This tab provides the same functionality as the YANG
Source Editor panel in the Source mode.
Log tab
Displays application log records that indicate module compilation, loading and
validation progress.
Validation Messages tab
Displays YANG validation messages (errors and warnings).

The above listed window panels are arranged side-by-side in the main window. Window
panels can be resized by dragging their borders. Additional windows and dialog boxes can
be opened from the program menu, toolbars and the pop-up (context) menus.

Source Mode
Source mode (Figure 6) is an advanced mode of operation, where you design YANG
modules by writing the YANG code directly in the full-fledged YANG source code editor,
which incorporates syntax coloring and intelligent code completion. The Source mode is
suitable for more experienced YANG authors who prefer writing YANG code themselves.
To activate the Source mode, open a YANG file for editing and select the View / Source
Mode from the menu or click the Source mode toolbar button (
).
The following window panels form the Source mode working area (Figure 6):


Project (left panel)
Displays the project hierarchy with root node carrying the name of the project and all
project source folders and included files as its subordinated nodes, respectively. In
this panel, you can manipulate YANG files in the project (copy, cut, delete, rename,
etc.) and open them for editing.
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YANG Tree Preview (middle panel)
Displays the hierarchical tree structure of the YANG module and submodules you are
writing/designing, where module elements (statements/substatements) are
graphically represented as nodes in a hierarchical tree, similar to the YANG Tree
panel in the Design mode. The YANG tree preview is automatically built from the
YANG code as you type it in the YANG Source Editor panel.
Double-click any node in the YANG Tree Preview panel to display its definition in the
YANG Source Editor panel.



Tab bar (upper section of the right panel)
Displays tabs of YANG files that are currently open for editing (when you open a
YANG file in the Project panel, a new tab appears in the tab bar). Select a tab to view
the contents of the given YANG file either in Design or Source mode (you can switch
between the modes on a per-file basis).



YANG Source Editor (right panel in Source mode)
Line numbers (gutter)
Displays the code line numbers. Line numbers are referenced by the error and
warning messages displayed in the Validation Messages tab of the Output panel
(Source mode).
The gutter displays also error ( ) and warning ( ) symbols in front of the lines that
contain validation inconsistencies (errors, warnings). Hover your mouse pointer over
the error or warning symbol to view the respective validation message in a tooltip.
YANG Editor (text editor)
Displays and lets you edit the source code of the YANG module and submodules
you are designing. YANG Editor includes the YANG syntax coloring and YANG
code completion feature (activated by pressing the CTRL+SPACE keys).
By default, page margin is displayed as a thin red vertical line in the right section of
the YANG Editor. Page margin is set by default at 80. character when using a
fixed-width font and can be configured in the program preferences.
Annotation stripe (vertical ruler)
Annotation stripe is the vertical bar displayed next to the vertical scrollbar along the
right border of the YANG Editor. The current line marker ( ) in the annotation
stripe indicates the relative position of the cursor (its line number) in the document.
The annotation stripe also displays relative locations (by line numbers) of detected
errors ( ) and warnings ( ) and the locations of the found text ( ) when using
the Find feature. Hover your mouse pointer over any mark in the annotation stripe
to view more information in a tooltip (line number or error/warning message). Click
a mark in the annotation stripe to quickly jump to the line in the document,
referenced by the given mark.



Current Path Toolbar (below YANG Source Editor panel)
The Current Path toolbar displays the current YANG statement’s absolute path in the
module,
as
presented
in
the
YANG
Tree
Preview
panel
(e.g.,
/configuration/network/interface/name). Click an element in the path (e.g.,
interface) to view its definition in the YANG Source Editor panel.
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Menu Bar
Toolbar
Tab bar

YANG Source
Editor (Source
Mode)
Project
panel

YANG Tree
Preview
panel

Current Path Toolbar

Output
panel
Figure 6: Visual YANG Designer desktop - Source mode (dark theme)


Output (lower right panel)
The Output panel contains two tabs by default:
Validation Messages tab
Displays module validation messages (Error/Warning).
Log tab
Displays application log records, which indicate module compilation, loading and
validation progress.

The above listed window panels are arranged side-by-side in the main window. Window
panels can be resized by dragging their borders. Additional windows and dialog boxes
can be opened from the program menu, toolbars and the pop-up (context) menus.

3.2.2 Light and Dark Theme
YANG Designer graphical user interface features light theme (Figure 4) and dark theme
(Figure 6). You can change the visual theme in program preferences (Edit / Preferences
/ General) by checking/unckecking the Dark theme checkbox (requires application
restart).
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APPLY LICENSE KEY
To use MG-SOFT Visual YANG Designer without limitations, you need to apply a valid
license.key file to the software, as follows:
1. Select the Help / Apply License Key command from the main menu or click the
Apply License toolbar button (the latter is displayed only when the software is
run without a valid license key file in place).
2. A dialog box appears that lest you select and apply your license key (Figure 7).

Figure 7: Selecting and applying the license.key file

3. Navigate to the drive and folder containing your license.key file for MG-SOFT
Visual YANG Designer Professional Edition, select the license.key file and click
the Apply License button in the license key selection dialog box.
4. The software will copy the selected license.key file to the proper location.

Figure 8: Restart the application to apply the new license

5. Click the Restart now button in the dialog box that appears (Figure 8) to restart the
application. Now, the selected license should be applied and you can start using the
software without licensing restrictions.
Tip: You can check if the license key has been properly applied by verifying if the About YANG
Designer dialog box (accessible via the Help / About command) displays your license details correctly.
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BASIC CONCEPTS
This section describes some basic concepts, like the YANG data modeling language, the
difference between the original YANG version 1 and YANG version 1.1, what is a YANG
module and submodule, etc.

5.1 About YANG 1 and YANG 1.1
Note: This document quotes and summarizes YANG specification (RFC 7950 and RFC 6020)
in several places, including the paragraphs below.
YANG is a data modeling language used to model configuration data, state data, Remote
Procedure Calls, and notifications for network management protocols, such as
NETCONF (RFC 6241) and RESTCONF (RFC 8040).
The original YANG version 1 specification is published in RFC 6020. The YANG version 1.1
specification is published in RFC 7950. YANG 1.1 is a maintenance release of the YANG
language, mainly addressing ambiguities and defects in the original specification.
However, YANG 1.1 also defines two statements not found in YANG 1 (i.e., action,
anydata), introduces new XPath functions, amends some existing elements
(notifications can be tied to data nodes, etc.), introduces some lexical rules that are
incompatible with YANG 1, etc. (a complete summary of changes can be found at:
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7950#section-1.1).
Both YANG specifications are valid and authors can choose whether to use YANG 1.1 or
YANG 1.0 syntax to design their modules. The Guidelines for Authors and Reviewers of
Documents Containing YANG Data Models (https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc8407#section-3.6)
states that IETF Standards Track YANG modules should be written in YANG 1.1, and
adds that YANG 1.0 may be used if no YANG 1.1 constructs or semantics are needed in
the module. A similar approach may be taken by authors of private YANG modules.

5.2 About YANG and YIN Modules and Submodules
YANG data models are defined in modules. A module contains a collection of related
definitions.
A YANG module defines hierarchies of data, including configuration data, state data,
Remote Procedure Calls (RPCs), and notifications. Typically, a YANG module defines a
tree of data elements that represent the configuration and runtime status of a particular
network element managed via NETCONF (YANG can also be used with protocols other
than NETCONF). A YANG module is usually stored in a file with the .yang file name
extension.
YANG modules can be translated into an equivalent XML syntax called YIN (YANG
Independent Notation), allowing applications using XML parsers to operate on the
models. The conversion from YANG to YIN is lossless. Typically, a YIN module is stored
in a file with the .yin file name extension.
Submodules are partial modules that contribute definitions to a module. A module may
include zero or more submodules, but each submodule may belong to only one module.
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CREATE AND EDIT PROJECT
MG-SOFT Visual YANG Designer features a project-based YANG data modeling. Within a
project, you can create new YANG modules and submodules as well as edit and revise
existing ones. The tool lets you have a number of YANG files open for editing and
provides facilities for easily finding and creating cross-references between modules.
The following section explains how to create a new project in order to design one or more
YANG modules within that project.

6.1 Creating a New Project
1. In the main window, choose the File / New Project command.
2. The New Project Wizard - General screen appears (Figure 9). The New Project
Wizard helps you specify the basic properties for a new YANG Designer project.

Figure 9: New Project Wizard - first screen

3. Into the Project name input line, enter a name for the YANG Designer project you
are creating (e.g., mycompany-project1). The project name determines also the
Project directory, i.e., the name of the directory where the project files and
subdirectories reside (see below). Therefore, please use only characters that are
allowed by the file system (e.g., omit characters like \, /, ?, *, etc.) .
4. In the Project location section, specify the full path to the directory where you wish
to keep your YANG Designer projects. Click the Browse (...) button next to this input
line to open the Select dialog box and choose the desired directory from the file
system.
5. The Project directory read-only input line displays the full path to the project root
directory. This path is a concatenation of the Project location and Project name
values above. The project directory must not exist yet, it will be created by the New
Project Wizard.
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6. Click the Next button at the bottom-right section of the New Project Wizard to
proceed to the second screen - Source Roots.
7. The Source Roots screen lets you specify project source roots - one or more
locations that (will) contain YANG source file(s) used in the project. One location, i.e.,
the modules subdirectory is added by default and displayed in the Project Source
Roots panel (Figure 10). Click an entry (e.g., modules) in the Project Source
Roots panel, to view its full path and contents in the Directory Contents panel on
the right hand side.

Figure 10: New Project Wizard - second screen

8. To add another source root location to the project (e.g., a directory that contains
standard or common YANG files used in imports, etc.), click the Add Source Root
button at the bottom of the Project Source Roots panel and select the desired
source root directory from the Add Source Root dialog box that appears. In the
Select Source Root dialog box, choose also whether to use relative path (default) or
absolute path to the source root by selecting the corresponding radio button.
Tip: For instructions on adding a ‘previous revision’ source root directory to the project when
revising a module, refer to the Revising YANG Modules section.
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Figure 11: New Project Wizard - adding another source root location

9. Click the Add button in the Add Source Root dialog box to add the new source path
to the project. The path of the new source root appears in the Project Source Roots
panel. All files in the specified source root directory and in all its subdirectories are
added to the project.
Note: All added project source roots will be monitored for changes by Visual YANG
Designer (when running). If you add, rename, move or delete any files in the source
root directories by using the system tools or third-party applications, Visual YANG
Designer will detect the change and automatically update the project accordingly.

Figure 12: New Project Wizard - second source root location added

10. To exclude certain files and/or folders from the project (i.e., ignore them), enter the
matching file pattern into the Exclude files input line. You can enter more than one
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file pattern and separate them by a comma (,). A file pattern is used to specify one or
more files or directories with a specific name pattern by using the following wildcard
characters:
?

- matches one character

*

- matches any number of characters

** - matches zero or more directories
Example: Exclude all files with the .yin extension in the current directory and all
subdirectories: **/*.yin
11. When you have finished configuring project source roots and excludes, click the
Finish button to complete the New Project Wizard and create the new YANG
Designer project. The Project panel in the Visual YANG Designer main window will
display the hierarchical structure of the new project, with the name of the project as
the root node and configured source root locations as its child nodes. Source root
locations have non-excluded source files as child nodes (Figure 13).

Figure 13: The Project panel displays the structure of a new YANG Designer project


To open any of the source files in Visual YANG Designer for editing, right-click
the source file in the Project panel and choose the Open command from the
context (pop-up) menu (alternatively, double-click the file in the Project panel to
open it for editing).



To create a new source file (module or submodule), right click the respective
source root icon in the Project panel and choose the New YANG File command
from the pop-up menu. Alternatively, choose the File / New YANG File
command from the main menu. In both cases, proceed as described in the
Creating a New Module section.
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6.2 Editing Project Settings
This section describes how to edit the properties of a project, e.g., rename a project, add
or remove source root directories, etc.
For instructions on manipulating files in a project (e.g., copy, cut, rename, delete etc.), refer
to the Manipulating YANG Files in Project Panel section.
1. Open the project, whose properties you wish to edit by selecting the File / Open
Project command from the main menu and choosing the relevant YANG Designer
project from disk.
2. To edit the settings of the current project, select the Project / Project Properties
command from the main menu.
3. The Project Properties dialog box appears (Figure 14). It lets you configure the
following settings:

Figure 14: Viewing/editing the project properties


To rename the project, edit its name in the Project name input line. Note: the
project directory will not be renamed along with the project (the project directory
will keep the original project name).



To remove a project source root directory, click the Remove ( ) button next to
it in the Project Source Roots list.



To add a new project source root directory, click the Add Source Root button
and select the desired directory from disk, as explained in the Creating a New
Project section.



To exclude one or more files/folders from a project source root directory, select
the directory in the panel on the left to view its contents (files and folders) in the
panel on the right side. To exclude certain files and/or folders (i.e., ignore them),
from the source root directory, enter the exclude file pattern into the Exclude
files input line.
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4. After editing the settings in the Project Properties dialog box, click the OK button to
close it and apply the changes.
Note: The project settings, YANG Designer workspace layout, opened YANG modules and
their current state are saved automatically and preserved across the application restarts.
When you edit a YANG file, the modifications you have made are automatically saved in
YANG Designer internal cache. To write the changes to YANG file(s), use the File / Save
command (for individual file) or the File / Save All command (for all modified files).

6.3 Manipulating YANG Files in Project Panel
The Project panel in Visual YANG Designer main window lets you manipulate files and
folders (copy, cut, delete, rename, etc.) in the project source root folders. Note that these
manipulation operations are performed on the file system level, meaning that the results
are permanent and visible also outside YANG Designer.


To move a file to another project folder, select the file in the Project panel and use the
Cut and Paste pop-up commands, respectively. Alternatively, use the drag&drop
method to move a file to desired folder.

Figure 15: Manipulating files in the Project panel


To delete a file, select the file in the Project panel and choose the Delete pop-up
command. WARNING: this operation is irreversible - it deletes the file from disk and
may cause information loss.



To rename a file, select the file in the Project panel, choose the Rename pop-up
command, and enter a new name for the file.
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To open a YANG file for editing in Visual YANG Designer, select it in the Project
panel and choose the Open pop-up command. If a project includes many YANG files,
you can search for desired YANG file(s) and open them by using the File / Open
Files in Project command.



To create a new YANG file, select a source root directory in the Project panel and
choose the New / YANG Module pop-up command. Proceed as described in the
Creating a New Module section.



To create a new subdirectory, select an existing directory in the Project panel and
choose the New / Directory pop-up command and enter a name for it into the dialog
box that appears.



To convert a .ydd file to YANG format (.yang), select it in the Project panel and
choose the Convert / YDD to YANG pop-up command.



To convert a .yin file to YANG format (.yang), select it in the Project panel and
choose the Convert / YIN to YANG pop-up command.



To convert a YANG file to YIN format (.yin), select it in the Project panel and choose
the Convert / YANG to YIN pop-up command.
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DESIGN NEW YANG MODULE IN DESIGN MODE
MG-SOFT Visual YANG Designer features two modes of editing: Design mode and
Source mode.
Instructions in this section refer to the Design mode of editing, which lets you design and
edit YANG modules and submodules in a visual manner, where module elements are
graphically represented as nodes in a hierarchical tree structure.
To design a new YANG module in Design mode, first create a new module, activate the
Design mode (if not already active), then drag&drop additional YANG nodes from the
Components toolbar to the YANG tree and set their properties in the Visual YANG
Designer GUI, as described in this section. In the background, the software automatically
generates the corresponding YANG code, based on the visual edits you make.
Note that switching between Design and Source mode is done on a per-file basis. To
switch into Design mode of editing for a given YANG file, select the View / Design Mode
from the menu or click the Design mode toolbar button (
).
Design mode is the (factory) default mode of editing, meaning that YANG files open for
editing in Design mode by default. One can change the default mode of editing in the
program preferences (Edit/Preferences), in the General panel - Default editing mode
on file open setting.
Basic guidelines for designing YANG modules in the Source mode are provided in
section Design New YANG Module in Source Mode.

7.1 Creating a New Module
After you have created a new project or opened an existing one, you can create a new
YANG module within that project, as described in this section.
1. In the main window, choose the File / New YANG File command.
2. The New YANG File dialog box appears (Figure 16), which prompts you to enter the
basic properties for a new YANG module file.

Figure 16: Specifying the basic parameters for a new YANG module
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3. In the Project root drop-down list, select the project source root directory (e.g.,
modules) that will contain the new YANG source file. All source root directories
defined in the project are available for selection.
4. Into the Name input line, enter a name for the YANG module you are creating (e.g.,
mycompany-product1).
Private module names are assigned by the organization owning the module. It is recommended
to choose module names that will have a low probability of colliding with standard or other
enterprise modules and submodules, e.g., by using the enterprise or organization name as a
prefix for the module name.
Identifiers are used to identify different kinds of YANG items (including module nodes) by name.
Each identifier starts with an uppercase or lowercase ASCII letter or an underscore character,
followed by zero or more ASCII letters, digits, underscore characters, hyphens, and dots.
Identifiers are case sensitive.

5. The Directory input line displays the full path of the source root directory selected in
the Project root drop-down list above. To select a different directory, click the
Browse (...) button next to this input line to open the Select Directory dialog box and
choose the desired directory from the file system.
6. The File input line displays the full path of the source file (incl. file name and
extension) you are creating.
7. In the YANG version section, select the version of YANG language to be used for
defining the module (YANG 1 or YANG 1.1). The default version is YANG 1.1.
Depending on the selected version, different YANG syntax and semantic rules apply.
For more information about YANG versions, refer to the About YANG 1 and YANG 1.1
section.
8. Leave the Submodule checkbox unchecked.
9. Into the Namespace input line, enter a URI to be used as the namespace for the new
module (e.g., http://mycompany.examples.com/p1.html).
All YANG definitions are specified within a module that is bound to a particular XML namespace,
which is a globally unique URI (Uniform Resource Identifier). NETCONF clients and servers use
the namespace during XML encoding of data.
Namespaces for private modules are assigned by the organization owning the module.
Namespace URIs must be chosen so they cannot collide with standard or other enterprise
namespaces, for example, by using the enterprise or organization name in the namespace.

10. Into the Prefix input line, enter a prefix string for the new module (e.g., mycompany-p1).
The "prefix" statement is used to define the prefix associated with the module and its
namespace. The "prefix" statement's argument is a string that is used as a prefix to access a
definition contained in the module, e.g., "if:ifName", where if is the prefix of the module and
ifName is a node defined within that module.
When used inside the "module" statement, the "prefix" statement defines the prefix to be used
when this module is imported, unless there is a conflict.

11. The revision input line automatically displays the current system date (you can edit it to
match your preferences). In case you do not wish to add a revision statement to the
module, uncheck the checkbox next to this input line.
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12. Check the checkbox in front of the Revision in file name option to add the revision to file
name of the YANG file (i.e., module-name@revision.yang).
13. After you have specified the above settings, click the OK button to create the new module
and close the New YANG File dialog box. A new module name and symbol ( ) appears
in the specified source root folder in the Project panel displayed on the left-hand side of
the of the MG-SOFT YANG Designer's main window (Figure 17).
14. To open the module for editing in visual mode, right-click the module in the Project
panel and choose the Open command from the context (pop-up) menu (Figure 17).
Alternatively, double-click the source file to open it for editing.

Figure 17: Opening a YANG module file for editing

15. The module is opened - a new tab carrying the module name appears in the tab bar in
the upper-right section of the main window (Figure 18). By default, the module opens in
Design mode, indicated by pressed Design button in the upper-right section of the
toolbar. The structure of the opened module is displayed in the YANG Tree panel in
the middle of the main window. The root node in the YANG tree is the module node ( ).
The properties of the module node that are set to some value (namespace, prefix,
revision, etc.) are displayed as its sub-nodes ( ). The module node is automatically
selected and its main properties are displayed also in the Node Properties view in the
right panel of the main window, where you can edit them (Figure 18).
The Node Properties view displays the main properties of the node currently selected
in the YANG Tree panel. The main properties are those which have cardinality of 1
and 0..1. The only exception to this rule is the revision property of the module node,
which has cardinality of 0..n and is also displayed in the Node Properties view. The
cardinalities of all YANG (sub)statements are specified in the YANG 1.1 specification and
YANG 1.0 specification.
Cardinality designates how many instances of the given property type are valid for the
given node. For example, cardinality of 1 means that the property is mandatory, i.e., exactly
one instance of this property must be present for the given type of node (e.g., namespace
property of the module node). The cardinality of 0..1 means that exactly zero or one
instance of this property type may exist (e.g., description property of the leaf node).
Properties of other cardinalities (e.g., 0..n) which are not displayed in the Node Properties
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view can be manually added to a node, e.g., by dragging the corresponding property from
the Components tab and dropping it onto the node in the YANG Tree panel.
Once the value of a node property has been set, this property appears as a subnode ( )
in the YANG tree panel (e.g., namespace, prefix, revision property for the module node).
Tip: To hide or display the property subnodes for all nodes in the selected subtree, right-click the
subtree node and choose the View Property Nodes / Hide for Subtree or the View Property
Nodes / Show for Subtree pop-up command, respectively.
To hide or display the properties (sub)nodes of the selected node only, right-click the node and
choose the View Property Nodes / Toggle for Selected Node pop-up command.

Figure 18: A newly created module node and its properties

16. The remaining (optional) properties of the module node (e.g., Organization, Contact,
Description, Reference, etc.), which have no value set, are marked as <not-set>.
The property sub-nodes ( ) of the properties that do not have any value set, are not
shown in the YANG tree. To configure the remaining properties of the module node
in the Node Properties view, proceed as follows:
For the exact meaning of the remaining module node properties (substatements), please refer
to the YANG specification, section 7.1 (https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7950#section-7.1).
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Click into the corresponding input field to enable editing it (the <not-set> mark
disappears).

Figure 19: Click a disabled input field of a module property to enable setting its value


Enter the text into the input field to set its value. To set the value to empty (zerolength) string, simply leave the input field blank (when applicable).
Tip: You can quickly set any property value back to the <not-set> state by holding down
the CTRL button and clicking the corresponding property GUI control (e.g., input line,
drop-down list, checkbox, etc.).



Click the Apply button at the bottom of the Node Properties view to apply the
changes (Figure 20). After clicking the Apply button, the newly set property
appears as a sub-node ( ) in the YANG Properties panel (Figure 21).

Figure 20: Applying changes made in the Node Properties view

17. To add a property that is not displayed in the Node Properties view for the module
node or to add an additional instance of a property (property with cardinality of 0..n),
click the Components tab in the panel on the left side to display the components YANG tree building blocks (Figure 21).
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Figure 21: The Components tab

18. Select the desired property in the Components tab and drag it from the Components
tab and drop it onto the module node in the YANG Tree panel. For example, an
additional revision property node can be added to the module node when the
module is revised (Figure 22).

Figure 22: Adding an additional revision property to a module node

19. This adds a new property sub-node to the module node in the YANG Tree panel and
displays its properties in the Node Properties view. Select the property sub-node,
configure its properties in the Node Properties view and click the Apply button to
apply the changes.
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7.1.1 Adding Nodes to a New Module
YANG defines the following four types of nodes for data modeling:
Node icon in
YANG Designer

Node type

Description

leaf

A leaf node contains simple data like an integer or a
string. It has exactly one value of a particular type and
no child nodes.

leaf-list

A leaf-list is a sequence of leaf nodes with exactly one
value of a particular type per leaf.

container

A container node is used to group related nodes in a
subtree. A container has only child nodes and no
value. A container may contain any number of child
nodes of any type (including leafs, lists, containers,
and leaf-lists).

list

A list defines a sequence of list entries. Each entry is like
a structure or a record instance, and is uniquely identified
by the values of its key leafs. A list can define multiple
key leafs and may contain any number of child nodes of
any type (including leafs, lists, containers etc.)

To model the configuration and state data of a NETCONF device, you can take the above
(and other) types of nodes available in the Components tab, add them to the YANG tree
and set their properties, as described in this section.
About configuration and state data nodes
RFC 6241, section 1.4: The information that can be retrieved from a running system is separated into two
classes, configuration data and state data. Configuration data is the set of writable data that is required
to transform a system from its initial default state into its current state. State data is the additional data on a
system that is not configuration data such as read-only status information and collected statistics.

In contrast to configuration data nodes, which are depicted with normal-colored icons,
the state data nodes are depicted with light-colored (translucent) icons in the YANG Tree
panel (Figure 23). This principle lets you quickly distinguish between configuration (e.g.,
read-write) and state data (read-only) nodes in the YANG tree. For example:

configuration data nodes

state data nodes (light-colored icons)
configuration data nodes
Figure 23: Example of configuration and state data nodes displayed in the YANG Tree panel
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By default, nodes that you add to the YANG Tree are configuration data nodes (unless
the parent node is a state data node). To set a node as a state data node, click its Config
checkbox to enable it (by default it is in disabled state) and then leave it unchecked. This
will set the node Config property to false (Figure 24). All child nodes (if any) of a state
data node will also be state data nodes.

Figure 24: Example of a state data node with Config property set to “false” (empty Config checkbox)

Filtering YANG Components in the Components Tab
By default, the Components tab in the leftmost panel has context sensitive filter applied,
meaning that it displays only those components (YANG statements) that may be added
as child items to the currently selected node according to the YANG specification.
Therefore, if the module ( ) node is selected in the YANG tree, the Components tab
displays only those types of components (YANG statements) that can be added as
substatements to the module statement (Figure 25). Depending on the YANG version
used, a slightly different set of components is available.

Figure 25: The Components list is context sensitive by default

The context sensitive filter is convenient when building the YANG schema tree, as it
enables easier finding of the valid components (YANG statement), based on the currently
selected component.
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If you want to disable the context sensitive filter and view all available components
instead, uncheck the Context sensitive checkbox under the Filter input line in the
Components tab (Figure 25).
To filter the components by your search phrase, enter the desired text into the Filter input
line in order to display only those components that include the entered text. If the
Context sensitive checkbox is checked, the entered filter phrase will search only within
the components that satisfy the context sensitive filter.

Building a YANG Schema Tree
There are two ways to build a YANG schema tree in the Design mode:


By dragging and dropping the components (nodes) from the Components tab to the
YANG Tree window panel (this is an equivalent to using the respective Copy and
Paste commands), or



By using the mouse context (pop-up) menu in the YANG Tree window panel.

This section describes both options of designing a YANG tree.
Building YANG Tree by Using Drag&Drop Technique
1. Select the module node in the YANG Tree panel. Leave the Context sensitive
checkbox checked in the Components panel to display only those nodes that may be
added as child items to the module node.
2. To add a node to the YANG/YIN module, select the desired node type (e.g.,
container) in the Components tab displayed on the right hand-side of the Visual
YANG Designer's main window, and drag-and-drop it onto the module node in the
YANG Tree panel displayed in the left portion of the main window (Figure 26).
Note: Nodes in the YANG Tree panel can be positioned by using the drag-and-drop technique.
As you drag the selected node along the tree, Visual YANG Designer indicates where the node
will be inserted when you release the mouse button (not all node types can be positioned to all
locations in the tree). There are 3 possibilities:
* The target node is selected. This means that the node you are about to drop will be added as
the last child node of the selected node.
* A line is drawn between two nodes. This means that the node you are about to drop will be
inserted between these two nodes.
* None of the above. The node cannot be placed to the current location.
In addition, Visual YANG Designer displays also a tooltip with a short description of the
respective drop action (Figure 26) as you drag selected node along the YANG tree.
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Figure 26: Adding a container node to module node using drag&drop technique

3. A new node of the selected type (e.g., container, list, leaf, leaf-list, etc.) is added as
a child node to the module node in the YANG Tree window panel. The new node is
automatically selected and the Node Properties view in the right section of the main
window displays its properties. Which properties are displayed in the Node Properties
view depends on the type of node selected in the tree (Figure 27).

Figure 27: A newly added container node and (some of) its default properties

4. Set the values of properties of the selected node in the Node Properties view (e.g.,
Name, Config, Status, Description, etc.) and click the Apply button at the bottom of
this view to apply the changes (Figure 27). If a GUI component (drop-down list, input
line, input field, checkbox,…) for setting a particular property is disabled or marked as
<not-set>, click the given component to enable setting its value.
Drag&Drop tips:
To move a node (and all its child nodes) in the YANG tree, drag&drop the node from its
current position to the desired position in the tree hierarchy.
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To copy a node (and all its child nodes), select the source node and drag&drop the node
from its current position to the desired position while holding down the CTRL keyboard key
(ALT/Option key on macOS)
To create a new node that uses the source node, select the appropriate source node
('typedef', 'grouping', 'feature', 'extension' or 'identity') and drag&drop the node from its
current to the desired position in the YANG tree while holding down the CTRL+SHIFT
keys. When the source object is dropped, it changes to the corresponding YANG node
type referencing the source node, e.g., if a 'grouping' node is dropped, the corresponding
'uses' node is created.

Building YANG Tree by Using “Add” Pop-up Menu Command
1. Select the module node in the YANG Tree panel.
2.

Right-click the selected node and choose the desired node type to be added from the
Add cascading pop-up menu. For example, to add a container node, select the Add /
Data Structure / Container command from the mouse pop-up menu (Figure 28).

Figure 28: Adding a container node to module node using the pop-up menu
Tip: Leave the Context sensitive toggle command enabled in the Add cascading pop-up menu in
order to display only those nodes that can be added as child items to the currently selected node.

3. A new node of the selected type (e.g., container, list, leaf, leaf-list, etc.) is added as
a child node to the module node in the YANG Tree window panel. The new node is
automatically selected and the Node Properties view in the right panel of the main
window displays its properties (some properties have preset default values). Which
properties are displayed in the Node Properties view depends on the type of node
selected in the tree (Figure 27).
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4. Set the values of properties of the selected node in the Node Properties view (e.g.,
Name, Config, Type, Status, Description, etc.) and click the Apply button at the
bottom of this view to apply the changes (Figure 27). If a GUI component (drop-down
list, input line, input field, checkbox,…) for setting a particular property is disabled or
marked as <not-set>, click the given component to enable setting its value.
Tip: If you make a mistake while editing the node properties or while rearranging the YANG tree,
use the Undo feature (Edit/Undo or the
toolbar button) to quickly undo the edit and revert
the item to its previous state. Use the Redo feature (Edit/Redo or the
toolbar button) to reapply the last undone edit.

5. To configure a property that is not displayed in the Node Properties view for the given
node type or to add an additional instance of a property (property with cardinality of
0..n) to the given node, drag the desired property from the Components tab and drop
it onto the node (see an example in Figure 22).
Tip: If the desired property component is not displayed under the Add cascading sub-menu,
select the Context sensitive toggle command in the Add pop-up menu (Add / Context
Sensitive - see Figure 28) to disable the context sensitive filter in the pop-up menu and thus
enable displaying all components.

6. The corresponding YANG definition of the selected node is automatically displayed in
the Source tab in the bottom-right window panel.
7. To add additional nodes to the module and set their properties, repeat the steps 2 – 5
above. You can use the context menu (Add command) or the drag&drop technique
to add additional nodes to the YANG tree.

Figure 29: A newly added leaf node and the error indication
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8. When adding some node types (e.g., leaf, leaf-list, etc.) an Error or Warning
validation message appears in the Validation Messages tab of the Output window
and a small error ( ) or warning ( ) overlay symbol appears on the given node
indicating the node has an invalid or inconsistent setting (Figure 29). The
error/warning symbol is propagated to parent nodes all the way up to the root node in
the YANG tree. The validation message and symbol that identify the invalid node are
displayed because the automatic incremental YANG validation is performed
whenever you make a modification to the (sub)module. The message and symbol will
automatically disappear when you edit the node properties (e.g., set the Type
property of the leaf or leaf-list node) or otherwise fix the inconsistency reported by the
error or warning message (Figure 30). For more information about YANG validation
and validation messages, please refer to the Validate Modules section of this manual.
Tip: You can manually invoke a complete re-validation of all modules and submodules
in the project by using the Project / Validate Entire Project command.

Figure 30: The error message and icon disappears after setting the Type property of the leaf node
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Reordering Nodes in Canonical Order
By default, while building the YANG tree in Design mode, the software lets you order
YANG nodes only in canonical order as per RFC 7950, section 14 (YANG 1.1) and RFC
6020, section 12 (YANG 1.0). However, if you enable the Allow drop of all
substatements option in the program preferences (Edit/Preferences/Design Mode), or if
you author the YANG module in Source mode (or outside Visual YANG Designer), you
can organize statements in any order. If you wish to automatically re-order nodes in
canonical order, proceed as described in this section.
1. In the YANG Tree panel, right-click the node whose child nodes you wish to reorder
and choose the Reorder Children in Canonical Order command from the pop-up
menu (Figure 31).

Figure 31: Choosing the Reorder Children in Canonical Order command

2. The software re-order immediate child nodes of the selected node in canonical order
as per relevant YANG specification (Figure 32).

Figure 32: Reordered nodes in canonical order
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7.2 Importing Modules
This section describes how to import a YANG module and reference its definitions in the
importing module. All described operations refer to the Design mode of operation.
Visual YANG Designer can import modules written in the native YANG format. Modules in
other formats, like the XML-based YIN format and the legacy YANG Designer Document
format (.ydd) need to be converted to YANG format first.
1. To import a YANG file, first copy it into a project source folder. If you wish to import a
standard IETF or IANA YANG module that is bundled with YANG Designer, copy it
from the installed location to a project source root folder by using the system copy
command or a file explorer/manipulation tool.
The location of the standard YANG modules that install with YANG Designer depends on the
operating system used, as follows:
Windows: My Documents\MGSOFTYangDesigner\modules\
C:\Users\[username]\Documents\MGSOFTYangDesigner\modules\yang
Linux: ~/Documents/MGSOFTYangDesigner/modules/
/home/[username]/Documents/MGSOFTYangDesigner/modules/yang/
macOS: ~/Documents/MGSOFTYangDesigner/modules/
/Users/[username]/Documents/MGSOFTYangDesigner/modules/yang

2. Open the importing module and select its module node in the YANG Tree panel.
3.

Add the import node as a child item to the module node either by dragging-anddropping the import component from the Components list (Figure 33) or by using the
pop-up menu in the YANG Tree panel (Add / Module Header / Import).

Figure 33: Adding an import statement to the module by using drag&drop technique
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4. The import node is added as a child item to the module node (Figure 34).
5. Select the import node in the YANG tree to display its properties in the Node
Properties view (Figure 34).
6. In the Import drop-down list in the Node Properties view, select the module you wish
to import (e.g., ietf-inet-types). The Import drop-down list contains all modules in the
project (i.e., all modules from all project source folders, except the importing module).
7. Into the Prefix input line, enter a prefix to be used for referencing the imported
module.
8. If you wish to import a specific revision of a module, click the Revision-date input line
to enable editing it and enter the desired module revision date into this input line.

Figure 34: Setting the import statement properties

9. Click the Apply button at the bottom-right section of the Node Properties view to
apply the changes.
10. Notice the small warning symbol displayed on the import sub-node ( ) and the
Warning message in the Validation Messages tab of the Output panel, stating that the
imported module is not used (Figure 35). This warning messages and icon identified
the offending node is displayed because the (real-time) YANG validation is
automatically performed. The warning message and symbol will disappear when you
use a statement from the imported module in the (sub)module you are designing, as
described in the section Using Nodes from Imported Modules.
Tip: You can invoke the complete re-validation of all modules and submodules in the project
manually by using the Project / Validate Entire Project command.
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Figure 35: An import statement and a warning message

11. Thereafter, the statements in the imported module may be referenced in the current
module, for example, nodes in the current module can use the typedefs or
groupings defined at the top level of the imported module or its submodules.
12. To view the YANG Tree structure or the properties of any node in the imported
module, open this module for editing by selecting it in the Project tab in the left panel
and choosing the Open pop-up command (Figure 17).

7.2.1 Using Nodes from Imported Modules
Nodes from the imported modules can be used in (referenced by) the importing module,
as described in this section.
Using imported nodes is allowed only for specific top-level YANG nodes (typedef,
grouping, identity, extension, feature and module), according to the following table:
YANG node type in importing module

YANG node type in imported module

Type
Uses
Base
Extended statement
If-feature
Import

Typedef
Grouping
Identity
Extension
Feature
Module

In addition, the importing module may use any node in the imported module schema tree
in "must", "path", and "when" statements, or as the target node in "augment" and
"deviation" statements.
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Example 1: How to use imported "typedef" and "grouping" statements
The following example describes how the typedef and grouping nodes defined in an
imported module can be used in the current module/submodule.
1. To use a typedef defined in the imported module, select the target node in the
module you are designing (YANG Tree panel), choose the desired typedef from the
Type drop-down list in the Node Properties view (Figure 36) and click the Apply button to
apply the changes. The imported types are listed using the prefix:typdefname
notation (e.g., inet:ipv4-address).
Note: When you import a module, the Type property drop-down list in the current module is
automatically extended with all type definitions (typedefs) from the imported module (in addition
to the base types and all typedefs from the current module). When selecting imported types from
the Type drop-down menu, description of the respective type, as specified in the imported
module, is automatically displayed in a tooltip – see Figure 36.

Figure 36: Selecting a type defined in the imported module (e.g., inet:ipv4-address)

2. Similarly, to use a grouping node defined in the imported module, add a uses node
to the importing module, select it to display its properties and in the Uses name dropdown list choose a grouping from the imported module.
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Example 2: How to conditionally augment another (imported) module
This example describes how to augment an imported module with additional nodes and
make these nodes valid only when a certain condition is met. In this example, the
augment statement is used to add certain nodes to the interfaces/interface
subtree of the standard ietf-interfaces module (prefix if). The added nodes are
valid only if the type of interface is Ethernet, which is achieved by means of the when
sub-statement with a proper condition.
1. Add the augment node to the top level of the module you are editing. For example, to
do this by using drag&drop technique, select the augment node type in the
Components panel and drag&drop it onto the module node in the YANG Tree panel
(Figure 37). For more information on building the YANG tree, refer to the Building a
YANG Schema Tree section.

Figure 37: Adding the augment node to the module (drag&drop)

2. Select the newly added augment node ( ) in the YANG tree, to display its properties
in the Node Properties panel on the right side of the main window (Figure 38).
3. In the Node Properties view, enter the augment destination path in absolute form
(e.g., /if:interfaces/if:interface) into the Augment identifier input line.
You can use the code completion feature (CTRL+SPACE) to build the path.
Tip: For more information about the augment statement, refer to the YANG specification
(https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7950#section-7.17).

4. To make the augmentation conditional, enter the condition that has to be met into the
When input field (e.g., if:type = 'ianaift:ethernetCsmacd'). In this example, the
condition is met when the value of the interface type (if:type) is Ethernet (i.e.,
ethernetCsmacd, defined in iana-if-type module - also imported).
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5. Optionally, enter a description of the augment node into the Description input field.
6. Click the Apply button to apply the changes. The augment statement should now
look like as shown in Figure 38.

Figure 38: A configured augment node

7. Add the desired nodes (e.g., container, list, leaf, etc.) to the augment node and set
their properties, as described in the Building a YANG Schema Tree section. These
nodes will be inserted at the location specified in the Augment identifier input line.
8. Example of a finished augment statement with leaf child nodes is shown in Figure 39.

Figure 39: A finished augment node with child nodes
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9. To view the result of the augmentation in the resolved YANG tree, select the Project
/ Show Resolved YANG Tree command and observe the new nodes in the target
module (Figure 40).

Figure 40: Viewing the results of the augmentation in the resolved YANG tree

7.3 Creating a Submodule
YANG structures data models into modules and submodules. While the primary unit in YANG is a
module, a YANG module can itself be constructed out of several submodules. Submodules allow you
to split a complex model into several pieces where all the submodules contribute to a single
namespace, which is defined by the module that includes the submodules.
Submodule is a partial module definition that contributes derived types, groupings, data nodes,
RPCs, and/or notifications to a module. A YANG module can be constructed from a number of
submodules.
A module uses the "include" statement to include its submodules, and the "import" statement to
reference external modules. Similarly, a submodule uses the "import" statement to reference other
modules, and uses the "include" statement to reference other submodules within its module.
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1. In the main window, choose the File / New YANG File command.
2. The New YANG File dialog box appears (Figure 41), which prompts you to enter the
basic properties for the new (sub)module.

Figure 41: Specifying the basic parameters for the new submodule

3. Into the Name input line, enter a name for the new submodule you are creating.
Private submodule names are assigned by the organization owning the submodule. It is
recommended to choose submodule names that will have a low probability of colliding with
standard or other enterprise modules and submodules, e.g., by using the enterprise or
organization name as a prefix for the submodule name. The submodule name follows the rules
for identifiers.

4. The Directory input line displays the full path of the source root directory selected in
the Project root drop-down list above. To select a different directory, click the
Browse (...) button next to this input line to open the Select Directory dialog box and
choose the desired directory from the file system.
5. The File input line displays the full path of the source file (incl. file name and
extension) you are creating.
6. In the YANG version section, select the version of YANG language to be used for
defining the module (YANG 1 or YANG 1.1). The default version is YANG 1.1.
Depending on the selected version, different YANG syntax and semantic rules apply.
For more information about YANG versions, refer to the About YANG 1 and YANG 1.1
section.
7. Check the Submodule checkbox to create a new submodule.
8. Into the Belongs-to input line, enter the name of the module this submodule belongs
to.
9. Into the Prefix input line, enter a prefix string for this submodule. All definitions in the
local submodule and any included submodules can be accessed by using this prefix.
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10. The Revision input line automatically displays the current system date (you can edit it
to match your preferences). In case you do not wish to add a revision statement to the
submodule, uncheck the checkbox next to this input line.
11. If adding a revision statement is enabled, you can enable the Revision in file name option
to add the revision to the name of the YANG file (i.e., submodule-name@revision.yang).
12. After you have specified the above settings, click the OK button to create the new
submodule and close the New YANG File dialog box. A new submodule name and
symbol ( ) appears in the specified root source folder in the Project panel displayed on
the left side of the of the MG-SOFT YANG Designer's main window (Figure 42).
13. To open the submodule for editing in visual mode, right-click the module in the
Project panel and choose the Open command from the context (pop-up) menu.
Alternatively, double-click the file in the Project panel to open it for editing.

Figure 42: A newly created submodule node and its properties

14. To configure the remaining (optional) properties of the submodule node (e.g.,
Organization, Contact, Description, Reference, Revision, etc.), you have two options:
For the exact meaning of the remaining submodule node properties (substatements), please
refer to the YANG specification, section 7.2. (https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7950#section-7.2)


In the Node Properties view, set the remaining properties by entering the text
into the corresponding input fields (e.g., Organization, Contact, Description,
Reference, Revision, etc.) and click the Apply button at the bottom of the Node
Properties view to apply the changes.



Alternatively, in the Components tab, select the property sub-node ( ) you want
to configure (e.g., Organization, Contact, Description, Reference, Revision,
etc.) and drag&drop it to the submodule node in the YANG Tree panel. Then,
configure its settings that are displayed in the Node Properties window and click
the Apply button in the Node Properties view to apply the changes (Figure 43).
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Figure 43: Setting the revision property of a submodule node
Note: When a submodule is created, Visual YANG Designer automatically adds the proper “include”
statement to the main module to include the given submodule.

7.3.1 Adding Nodes to a Submodule
Submodule is a partial module definition that contributes derived types, groupings, data
nodes, RPCs, and notifications to a module. The method of designing a submodule (i.e.,
adding nodes to a submodule and setting their properties) is the same as for a module.
Please refer to the Adding Nodes to a New Module section for instructions on adding
nodes and setting their properties.

7.4 Saving Modules
Note: When you edit a YANG file in Visual YANG Designer, the changes you have made
are automatically saved in the application internal cache. Changes are preserved even if
you restart the application, however, they do not appear in the actual YANG file(s) until you
save them. To write the changes to YANG file(s), use the File / Save command (for
individual file) or the File / Save All command (for all modified files).

In the licensed version of Visual YANG Designer, you can save the modifications to
YANG file(s) at any time, as described below.
1. To save the changes made to the currently selected module or submodule, select the
File / Save command. This will update the YANG file accordingly.
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2. To save the changes made in all opened modules and submodules, select the File /
Save All command.
Note: It is recommended to save the changes to YANG files regularly. However, even if you close the
project and do not save the changes, the last state of edited modules will be preserved and available
when you re-open the project. In order to write these changes to the respective YANG files, you need
to use the File / Save or File / Save All command.

7.4.1 About Visual YANG Designer Legacy .YDD File Format
Visual YANG Designer versions prior to 2019 (V7.0) supported saving YANG modules to
YANG Designer Document YDD (.ydd) file format. This file format is now obsolete
(Visual YANG Designer 2019 and later no longer supports saving files to YDD format).
YDD file format was MG-SOFT proprietary binary file format for storing YANG Designer
projects. If the main module included any submodules, these were saved together with
the module into the same YANG Designer Document (.ydd) file.
In order to use the YANG Designer Document files (.ydd) in MG-SOFT Visual YANG
Designer 2019 (or later), they need to be converted to YANG format, for example, by
using of the File / Convert / YDD to YANG command.

7.5 Finding Nodes in a Module
Visual YANG Designer lets you search for specific nodes in a currently open
(sub)module. One can search for nodes, whose argument contains a user-specified text
string. For main YANG nodes, this argument is node name, while for sub-nodes (property
nodes), the argument can be any text (e.g., the argument of a description property
sub-node is the entire description text).
Furthermore, the software lets you search for all nodes and sub-nodes of a certain type
(see the Different Types of YANG Tree Nodes and Sub-Nodes section). To do this, select
the desired type (e.g., a container or leaf or description or config, or base, etc.)
from the Node type drop down list and repeatedly press the Find Next button in the Find
Nodes dialog box to “walk” through nodes of the selected type.
Optionally, you can combine both search conditions to find a (sub)node of a certain type
whose argument contains a user-specified string.
Search is performed within the YANG tree of the currently selected module or
submodule. One can start the search operation from the desired node in the YANG tree.
Tip: To perform text search in multiple/all YANG files in the project, use the Find in Project
command, as described in the Search in Multiple YANG Files section.
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To find a YANG tree node (start searching from the root node):
1. Right-click the module node in the YANG Tree panel and select the Find Nodes
pop-up command (Figure 44). The Find Nodes dialog box appears (Figure 45).

Figure 44: Selecting the Find Nodes command in the YANG Tree panel

2. The Find Nodes dialog box appears. Into the Find what input line, enter the name or
part of the name of the node you are looking for.

Figure 45: Specifying the search options in the Find Nodes dialog box

3. From the Node type drop-down list, optionally select the type of the node or subnode ( ) you are looking for. If the any type option is selected, the software will
search all types of nodes and sub-nodes and find the first one from the selected node
(e.g., root), whose argument contains the string specified in the Find what input line.
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4. Select the Down radio button in the Direction frame (see Figure 46) to enable
searching in the direction downward from the selected node.
5. Optionally, select the Match case (it makes search case sensitive) and Match whole
word only (it finds only occurrences that are whole word, not part of a larger word)
checkboxes if they are applicable to your search.
6. Click the Find next button.
7. Visual YANG Designer starts searching for the matching node or sub-node in the
current module from the root downwards. If a matching node is found, it is selected in
the YANG Tree panel (Figure 46).

Figure 46: The found node is selected in the YANG Tree panel

8. If you would like to continue the search, click the Find next button again or press the
F3 keyboard key to search for the next node whose argument matches the search
criteria. The F3 key lets you find the next matching node even after closing the Find
Nodes dialog box.

7.5.1 Different Types of YANG Tree Nodes and Sub-Nodes
MG-SOFT Visual YANG Designer uses the following node icons to present different
types of YANG statements:
action*
anydata*
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anyxml
augment
case
choice
container
deviate
deviation
extended statement
extension
feature
grouping
identity
input
leaf-list
leaf
list
module
notification
output
rpc
submodule
typedef
uses
other (property sub-nodes)
Figure 47: Node icons representing different types of YANG statements (*available in YANG 1.1 only)

For description of YANG statements, please refer to the YANG specification: RFC 7950

7.6 Exploring References between Nodes
Visual YANG Designer lets you explore references between YANG statements in all
modules in the project. For example, one can select a "uses" statement and quickly
locate the referenced "grouping" statement. The software also provides a reverse
functionality that lets you quickly find all usages of a specific statement in the project, for
example, you can select a specific "grouping" statement and find "uses" statements that
reference it. This is supported for "typedef", "grouping", "identity", "feature" and
"extension" statements. The software also offers a quick way to find the targets of
"augment" and "deviation" statements, target of a leafref "path" statement, etc.
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7.6.1 Using Go to Definition Feature
Visual YANG Designer incorporates the Go to [Definition] function that lets you select
an element and quickly find the location in a YANG file where it is defined. Such elements
are the arguments of uses, if-feature, base and type (derived) statements, and the
keywords of used extension statements.
This section describes the basic principle of using the Go to [Definition] functionality in
the Design mode of editing, where [Definition] is either Grouping, Feature, Identity,
Typedef, or Extension, depending on the selected item listed in previous paragraph.
1. In the YANG tree, select appropriate node, e.g., a uses node, right-click it and
choose the Go to Grouping command from the pop-up menu (Figure 48).

Figure 48: Selecting the Go to Grouping command on a uses node

2. Visual YANG Designer searches all YANG files in the project for the relevant
definition and displays the first found matching item (e.g., a grouping) (Figure 49).
The matching item is displayed either in Design mode or in Source mode, depending
on the last used mode of editing of the given YANG file.
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Figure 49: Viewing the referenced reusable element defined in another YANG module

3. To quickly navigate back to the location where you selected the Go to [Definition]
command, use the Edit / Back command or press the ALT+ keyboard keys.

7.6.2 Using Find Usages Feature
Visual YANG Designer incorporates the Find Usages function that lets you select a
reusable element in the YANG tree and quickly find all places in all YANG files in the
project where it is being used. Reusable elements are the grouping, typedef,
extension, feature and identity statements. This section describes how to use the Find
Usages command in the Design mode.
1. In the YANG Tree panel, select a reusable element, e.g., a grouping node, right-click
it and choose the Find Usages command from the pop-up menu (Figure 50).
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Figure 50: Selecting the Find Usages command in Design mode

2. A new Usages tab appears in the Output panel at the lower-right section of the
YANG Designer. The Usages tab displays all references of the reusable definition in
all YANG files in the project (Figure 51)
3. Double-click a usage entry in the Usages tab to quickly display the node (Design
mode) or section of the YANG code (Source mode), where the reusable definition is
being used (Figure 51).
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Figure 51: Inspecting the usage of a reusable element in all YANG files in the project

7.6.3 Using Go to Target Node Feature
The software incorporates the Go to Target function that lets you select an element that
points to a certain node and quickly find that node. Such elements are the argument of
augment and deviation statements (schema node identifiers), and the argument of the
leafref path statement and identityref base statement.
This section describes the principle of using the Go to Target functionality in the Design
mode of editing.
1. In the YANG tree, select appropriate node, e.g., an augment node, right-click it and
choose the Go to Target Node command from the pop-up menu (Figure 52).
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Figure 52: Selecting the Go to Target Node command on an augment node

2. Visual YANG Designer displays the target node (e.g., augment target) (Figure 53).
The target node is displayed either in Design mode or in Source mode, depending on
the last used mode of editing of the given YANG file.

Figure 53: The target node of an augment statement has been located (in another YANG module)
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DESIGN NEW YANG MODULE IN SOURCE MODE
In addition to the visual design mode, Visual YANG Designer provides also an advanced
source mode of operation. The Source mode lets you design YANG modules and
submodules by writing the YANG code directly in the full-fledged YANG Source Editor.
The latter incorporates effective YANG coding mechanisms, like the intelligent code
completion, syntax coloring, find usages, go to definitions, find/replace, etc.
The Source mode is aimed at more experienced YANG authors who prefer writing YANG
code directly.
This section describes the basic principles of designing YANG modules in the Source
mode. Note that switching between Design and Source mode is done on a per-file basis.

8.1 Creating a New Module
The procedure of creating a new module and submodule in Source mode is the same as
in Design mode.
1. For detailed instructions on creating a new module, please refer to steps 1-12 in the
section Creating a New Module.
2. After completing the steps 1-13 described in section Creating a New Module, a new
YANG module (containing only the module statement) is opened for editing in Design
mode (by default). Select the module and switch to the Source mode of editing, as
described below.

8.1.1 Switching to Source Mode
1. Select the module you wish to edit by clicking its tab in the Tab bar in the upper-right
section of the main window (Figure 54).

Figure 54: Selecting a module by clicking its tab

2. To switch the module into the Source mode, select the View / Source Mode from the
main menu or click the Source mode toolbar button (
).
3. The module is displayed in the Source mode with the YANG Tree Preview shown in
the central section and the YANG Source Editor panel occupying the upper-right
section of the main window (Figure 55).
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You can edit the module further in the YANG Source Editor panel, as described in the
next section.
Tip: For detailed instructions on creating a new submodule, please refer to steps 1-11 in the section
Creating a Submodule.

Figure 55: A newly created module statement in the YANG Source Editor panel (upper-right)

8.2 Using YANG Source Editor
YANG Source Editor panel displays and lets you edit the source code of a given YANG
module or submodule. YANG Editor incorporates the YANG syntax coloring, YANG codecompletion feature, Find Usages function, Go to Definition function, etc. as described in
this section.

8.2.1 Syntax Coloring and Pretty Print Formatting
YANG Source Editor automatically recognizes all YANG keywords, arguments and
punctuation marks in the module and applies YANG syntax coloring and pretty print
formatting accordingly. In light visual theme, YANG keywords are displayed in blue,
arguments in black, descriptions in gray and comments in green letters - by default. You
can adjust the YANG formatting options (like font type and colors, page margin position,
statement indentation, preferred argument quoting and placing, etc.) to your taste in the
Preferences dialog box (Edit/Preferences), in the YANG Formatting Preferences panel.
Pretty print formatting automatically indents YANG statements and substatements and
properly aligns the braces of nested (sub)statements. You can adjust the indentation to
your taste in the YANG Formatting Preferences panel, with Indent spaces input line
(number of spaces per indent) and Emulate tabs with spaces checkbox (when enabled,
spaces are used for indentation; otherwise, tabs are used).
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To apply pretty print formatting to the YANG code that is not pretty formatted (e.g., code
originating from other sources), select the portion of the code you wish to re-format and
choose the Edit / Format Source command from the menu.

8.2.2 Writing YANG Code and Using Auto-Complete Feature
Visual YANG Designer incorporates an advanced YANG code auto-complete feature that
offers the completion of keywords (e.g., leaf, leaf-list, container, list, type, etc.) and
arguments that have some defined values (e.g., type, status, config, mandatory, key,
uses, extension, if-feature, etc.). Furthermore, a description of each completion entry is
displayed in a tooltip next to the auto-complete drop-down list for better understanding of
available options.
1. To activate the auto-complete feature, place your cursor to the position in the
document where you want to write a YANG statement, enter zero or more characters
and press the CTRL+SPACE keys.
2. The auto-complete drop-down list appears, containing all possible keywords or
arguments (depending on the current cursor position in the code) that begin with the
entered characters (if any). A description of each completion entry is shown in the
tooltip (Figure 56).

Figure 56: the auto-complete drop-down list and description tooltip in the YANG Editor

3. If the list of possible completions is large, type one or more additional characters that
will serve as a filter to narrow down the number of completion entries in the list.
4. Select the desired completion entry from the auto-complete drop-down list by doubleclicking it or selecting it and pressing the Enter key.
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5. The selected word is inserted at the current cursor position, completing the entered
phrase (e.g., “contact” instead of “con”).
6. Repeat steps 1-5 to quickly add additional statements or arguments to the code of
the YANG module you are designing.
Tip: You can use the auto-complete feature also to import YANG modules. To do this, type the
import statement, a space and zero or more module name characters and press CTRL+SPACE to
display the auto-complete drop-down list containing those YANG modules in the project, whose
names start with the entered characters. Select the desired module from the list.
In a similar way, you can include a submodule.

8.2.3 Using Undo/Redo and Go to Last Edit Location Functions
While you edit the code in the YANG Source Editor panel, the software automatically
maintains the history of changes made in the YANG module and all of its submodules.
This enables you to use the Undo and Redo functionality to undo and redo past edits or
to simply go back to the locations of past edits without modifying the document.
Using the Undo/Redo feature:
1. To undo the last change in YANG code of the currently selected module or
submodule, select the Edit / Undo command or press the CTRL+Z keyboard keys.
2. The software reverses the last change in the code. To undo more changes, select the
Edit / Undo command or press the CTRL+Z (⌘+Z on Mac) keys repeatedly.
3. If you want to re-apply a change that has been undone, select the Edit / Redo
command or press the CTRL+Y (SHIFT+⌘+Z on Mac) keyboard keys.
Note: Undo and Redo commands apply only to the document in the currently selected tab of
the YANG Source Editor panel. Select a different tab if you want to undo or redo changes in the
document displayed there.

Using the Go To Last Edit Location feature:
1. To go to the location in YANG code that you have edited last, select the Edit / Last
Edit Location command or press the CTRL+Q keyboard keys.
2. The software moves the cursor and focus to the location in YANG code that you have
edited last. This can be either a module or any of the submodules, depending on
where the code has been edited last.
3. To go further back in history of edited locations, select the Edit / Last Edit Location
command again or press the CTRL+Q keyboard keys again.
4. To stop browsing the past edited locations and go back to the location where you
edited the code before visiting past locations, click a white space in the current
document and select the Edit / Last Edit Location command again (or press the
CTRL+Q keys).
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8.2.4 Saving Changes
It is advisable to save the changes to YANG format (.yang) after making any significant
modification to the module/submodule you are editing.
1. If unsaved changes exist, an asterisk (*) is displayed next to the document file name
in the respective tab in the Modules panel on the right hand-side (Figure 57).
2. To save the current module to YANG format, select the File / Save command.

Figure 57: A YANG file in Source mode with unsaved changes

3. Modifications are written to the YANG file and the asterisk (*) mark disappears.
Tip: To quickly save the changes to all modified YANG files in the project, select the File / Save All
command from the main menu.

8.2.5 Inserting Comments
There are several ways of adding comments to the code in YANG Source Editor:


To add a single line comment to the YANG code, start it with // and then write the
comment. Single line comment ends at the end of the line.



To add a multi-line (block) comment start it with /* and end it with */ (Figure 58).
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Figure 58: Comments in YANG Source Editor


To comment out a certain section in the code, select the desired text, right–click it
and choose the Toggle Comment command from the mouse pop-up menu.
By default, comments are displayed in green letters in the YANG Source Editor panel.
Tip: You can adjust the colors to your taste in the Preferences dialog box (Edit/Preferences), in
the Source Mode panel.
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8.2.6 Using Find Usages Feature
YANG Source Editor incorporates the Find Usages function that lets you select a
reusable definition in the YANG code and quickly find all places in all YANG files in the
project where it is being used. Reusable definitions are the grouping, typedef,
extension, feature and identity statements.
1. In YANG Source Editor, select a reusable definition, e.g., a grouping statement, rightclick it and choose the Find Usages command from the pop-up menu (Figure 59).

Figure 59: Selecting the Find Usages command

2. A new Usages tab appears in the Output panel at the lower-right section of the
YANG Designer/Source mode. The Usages tab lists all occurrences of the reusable
definition in the current module and its submodules (Figure 60)
3. Double-click a usage entry in the Usages tab to quickly display section of the
(sub)module in YANG Source Editor, where the reusable definition is being used
(Figure 60).
4. To quickly move the cursor to the location in YANG code that you have edited last,
select the Edit / Last Edit Location command or press the CTRL+Q keyboard keys.
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Figure 60: Inspecting the usage of the selected reusable code element

8.2.7 Using Go to Definition Feature
YANG Source Editor incorporates the Go to [Definition] function that lets you select an
item and quickly find the location in the YANG code where it is defined or where it points
to (augment, deviation). Such items are the arguments of uses, augment, deviation, iffeature, base and type (derived) statements, and the keywords of used extension
statements.
This section describes the basic principle of using the Go to [Definition] functionality in
Visual YANG Designer, where [Definition] is either Grouping, Augment target, Deviation
target, Feature, Identity, Typedef, or Extension, depending on the selected item listed in
the previous paragraph.
1. In YANG Source Editor, select an item, e.g., an argument of a uses statement, rightclick it and choose the Go to Grouping command from the pop-up menu (Figure 61).
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Figure 61: Selecting the Go to Grouping command on a uses node's argument

2. YANG Source Editor displays the YANG code section (from any of the YANG files in
the project), where the given item (e.g., grouping statement) is defined (Figure 62).

Figure 62: Viewing the referenced reusable definition in YANG Source Editor
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3. To quickly navigate back to the location where you selected the Go to [Definition]
command, use the Edit / Back command or press the ALT+ keyboard keys.

8.2.8 Using Find/Replace Text Feature
This section describes how to use the convenient find and replace text functionality
available in Visual YANG Designer Source mode to find and replace text within a given
YANG file.
1. Select the Edit / Replace command or press the CTRL+H keyboard keys to display
the Find/Replace toolbar (Figure 63).

Figure 63: The Find/Replace toolbar in the Source mode

2. Into the Find input line enter one or more characters or words you are searching for.
In addition, you can select the following search options in the Find/Replace toolbar:


Check the Match case checkbox to make the search case sensitive, meaning
that search operation distinguishes between uppercase and lowercase letters. If
this option is enabled, the search will find only those strings in which the
capitalization matches the one used in the search query (e.g., Current will find
Current, but not current).



Check the Whole words checkbox to find only those strings that are whole
words and not part of a larger word (e.g., link will find link Down, but not
linkDown).



Check the Highlight results checkbox to highlight found text in orange color.
This option is enabled by default.



Check the Regular expressions checkbox to enable searching text by using the
advanced search capabilities offered by the Java regular expressions (for more
information about using the regular expressions, please visit the following site:
http://www.regular-expressions.info/java.html).



Check the Wrap around checkbox to enable wrap-around search, i.e., the
program will search for the text you specify beginning at the current cursor
position, and will continue past the end, to the beginning of the document back
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to the cursor position. If this option is disabled, the search begins at the current
cursor position and ends at the end of the document or selection. This option is
enabled by default.
3. The software searches the document or the selection for the text string that matches
the search pattern. By default, the matches (all occurrences of the found text) are
highlighted in orange color and the annotation stripe along the right border of the
YANG Source Editor panel displays the quantity of matches and their relative locations
(by line numbers) with orange rectangle marks ( ) (Figure 64). Click an orange mark
in the annotation stripe to quickly jump to the line referenced by that mark.

Figure 64: Finding and replacing text (matches are highlighted and displayed in annotation stripe)

4. Click the Next button in the Find/Replace toolbar to select the first occurrence of the
found text.
5. Enter the replace string into the Replace input line. To simply delete the found text,
leave the Replace input line empty.
6. Click the Replace button to replace the first occurrence of the found text with the
replace text (e.g., replace current with deprecated).
7. Click the Replace All button if you wish to replace all occurrences of the found text
with replace text.
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8. Otherwise, click the Next button to find the next occurrence of the text you want to
replace and then click the Replace button. Repeat this process until all desired
occurrences of the found text is replaced.
9. To stop the find and replace operation, delete the search string from the Find input
tine or click the Close ( ) button in the right section of the Find/Replace toolbar to
hide it.
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REVISING YANG MODULES
With time, YANG modules may need to be updated, for example, to include new
statements or modify existing ones.
Note, however, that once a YANG module is published, it becomes a contract between a
YANG-based client and server. A published YANG module must not be revised in a way
that would break the interoperability between a client using an original specification of the
module and a server using an updated specification. For example, no data nodes may be
removed from a module or altered in a way that would change their syntax or semantics.
YANG specifications (RFC7950 section 11 and RFC6020 section 10) define in detail what
modifications are permitted when updating a module. It is important to follow these rules
when revising YANG modules.
Visual YANG Designer validation engine implements all the rules for revising YANG
modules. While you revise a module, the software automatically checks if updates you
make are valid, based on the new and previous revision of a module. It will notify you of
any invalid modifications by displaying error or warning messages in the Validation
Messages tab of the Output window. Before publishing a new revision of a module, you
should eliminate all inconsistencies reported by error and warning messages. For more
information about YANG validation process and validation messages, refer to the
Validate Modules section of this document.
Furthermore, the software also lets you add two existing sets of YANG modules of
different (but successive) revisions to the project and have them automatically checked
for revision errors by Visual YANG Designer.
This section describes the principle of creating a new revision of a YANG file.
The process of revising YANG modules includes two steps:
1. Adding a ‘previous revision’ source root directory to project
2. Creating a new revision of a module

9.1 Adding ‘Previous Revisions’ Source Root Directory to Project
To be able to compare a new revision of YANG modules with the previous revision, you
need to add a source root directory to the project that contains (or will contain) YANG
files of the previous revision. Such directory needs to designated as ‘previous revisions’
directory, as described in this section.
1. Right-click the project root directory in the Project tab and choose the Project
Properties command from the context menu (Figure 65).
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Figure 65: Selecting the Project Properties command

2. The Project Properties dialog box appears, displaying all current source root
directories (Figure 66).

Figure 66: Adding the new source root directory

3. Click the Add Source Root button at the bottom of the dialog box (Figure 66).
4. In the Add Source Root dialog box, you have two options:
A) New revision of YANG modules are yet to be created:
Create a new empty directory, select it and check the Previous revisions
source root checkbox to designate the selected directory as ‘previous
revisions’ directory (Figure 67). YANG files will be added to it later.
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B) New and previous revisions of YANG modules already exist:
Navigate to the directory that contains the previous revision of YANG
modules and check the Previous revisions source root checkbox. A
directory that contains the new revision of the corresponding YANG modules
needs to be added to the project as normal (non previous revisions) source
root directory. The software will then automatically compare YANG files in
both directories and check if all modifications in the new revision are valid.
5. Click the Add button in the Add Source Root dialog box.

Figure 67: Selecting a ‘previous revisions’ directory

6. The selected directory appears in the Project Properties dialog box as the “previous
revisions” directory (Figure 68).

Figure 68: A directory is added to the Project Properties dialog

7. Click the OK button to confirm the change.
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) appears in the project tab as

Figure 69: The new ‘previous revisions’ directory has been added to the project

9.2 Creating a New Revision of a Module
After you have added a ‘previous revisions’ source root directory to the project (as
described in the preceding section), you can revise the YANG modules located in other
project source directories, as described in this section.
1. To create a new revision of a YANG module in Visual YANG Designer, select the
relevant YANG file in the Project panel and choose the Create New Revision pop-up
command (Figure 70).
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Figure 70: Selecting the Create New Revision command on a YANG file

2. The New YANG File Revision dialog box appears, prompting you to specify the
details about the new and previous revision, as follows (Figure 71):

Figure 71: The New YANG File Revision dialog box
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3. In the Revision input line in the New Revision frame, specify the date of the new
revision. The current system date is inserted automatically (you can edit it to match
your preferences). A revision statement with the specified date will be added to the
YANG file you are revising.
4. Visual YANG Designer will create a copy of the current state (without new revision) of
the selected YANG file and save it in the ‘previous revisions’ directory. This file will be
compared with the new revision of the file to detect potential revisioning errors. In the
Previous Revision frame in the New YANG File Revision dialog box, specify the
name and location of this file, as follows:


In the Project root drop-down list, select a ‘previous revisions’ source root
directory that will contain the “old” YANG source file. Only source root directories
tagged ‘previous revisions’ are available for selection here.



The Name input line displays the file name of the YANG file to be created in the
‘previous revisions’ directory. You can leave the name unchanged.



The Directory input line displays the full path of the ‘previous revisions’ source
root directory selected in the Project root drop-down list above. To select a
different directory, click the Browse (...) button next to this input line to open the
Select Directory dialog box and choose the desired directory from the file system.



The File input line displays the full path of the YANG source file (incl. file name,
extension and optional previous revision) that will be created in the ‘previous
revisions’ directory.



Check the checkbox in front of the Revision in file name option to add the revision to
file name of the YANG file (i.e., module-name@revision.yang).

5. After you have specified the above settings, click the OK button to create the YANG file
and close the New YANG File Revision dialog box. Upon closing the New YANG File
Revision dialog box, the following is done (see Figure 72):
1) YANG file is copied to the specified ‘previous revisions’ source root directory in the
Project panel displayed on the left-hand side of the MG-SOFT YANG Designer's
main window.
2) YANG file is opened for editing in YANG Designer and a new revision statement is
added to it.

Figure 72: Previous revision of the YANG module is saved (1), and new revision is opened for editing (2)
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6. Revise the opened YANG module by making changes to it (e.g., add new nodes,
modify existing ones, etc.), either in Design mode or in Source mode of editing - as
described in the Design New YANG Module in Design Mode and Design New YANG
Module in Source Mode section.
7. Visual YANG Designer validation engine implements all the rules for revising YANG
modules. While revising a module, the software automatically checks if updates you make
are valid, based on the new and previous revision of the module. If any invalid changes
are detected, the software will notify you about that by displaying error or warning revision
messages in the Validation Messages tab of the Output window (Figure 73).

Figure 73: Example of errors reported while revising YANG modules

8. You should eliminate all reported errors and warnings, as described in the Validating
YANG Modules and Fixing Inconsistencies section. For more information about YANG
validation, refer to section Validate Modules.
Note: A published YANG module must not be revised in a way that would break the
interoperability between a client using an original version of the module and a server
using an updated version. For example, no data nodes may be removed from a module
or altered in a way that would change their syntax or semantics. YANG specification,
section 11 defines in detail what modifications are permitted when revising a module.
Visual YANG Designer implements all the rules for revising YANG modules and will let
you produce revisions that are 100% valid.

9. To revise any other YANG (sub)module in the project, repeat steps 1-8 above on the
desired module. In the same manner you can revise an already revised YANG module.
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SEARCH IN MULTIPLE YANG FILES
MG-SOFT Visual YANG Designer incorporates the Find in Project command that lets
you search for a text string in multiple YANG files in the project. You can select the
project root directory to recursively search through all YANG files in the project or select a
specific directory or a particular group of YANG files in the Project panel to reduce the
scope of the search operation. Results are displayed in a separate tab (Search Results)
in the Output panel in the lower-right section of the main window. You can double-click
any entry in the Search Results tab to open the relevant YANG file and locate the node
(Design mode) or the line of code (Source mode) containing the given text string. Note
that the Find in Project operation searches through YANG files line by line, i.e., searching
for multi-line strings is not supported.

10.1 Using ‘Find in Project’ Feature
1. To recursively search within a specific directory branch, select that directory in the
Project panel (you can select more than one directory). To search within a group of
YANG files, select the respective YANG files in the Project panel.
2. Choose the Edit / Find in Project command from the main menu (Figure 77).

Figure 74: Selecting the Find in Project command
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3. The Find in Project dialog box appears (Figure 78).

Figure 75: Using the Find in Project function

Into the Search term input line, enter one or more characters or words you are
searching for. In addition, you can select the following search options in the Find in
Project dialog box:


Check the Match case checkbox to make the search case sensitive, meaning
that search operation distinguishes between uppercase and lowercase letters. If
this option is enabled, the search will find only those strings in which the
capitalization matches the one used in the search query (e.g., Current will find
Current, but not current).



Check the Whole words checkbox to find only those strings that are whole
words and not part of a larger word.



In the Search mode drop down list, you can select either the Normal entry to
perform normal text search or the Java Regex option to enable using Java regular
expressions (https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/api/java/util/regex/Pattern.html).



In the Search scope frame, you can select either the Entire project option
to enable searching in all YANG files in the project or the Currently
selected items in Project view option to enable searching in the
selection made in the Project panel in the main window.

4. Click the Find button to start searching the YANG files for the specified text string.
5. A new Search Results tab appears in the Output panel at the lower-right section of
the YANG Designer main window. The Search Results tab displays all the matches
found in YANG files (Figure 51). Matches are displayed in bold typeface.
6. Double-click an entry/match in the Search Results tab to quickly display the given
YANG file and locate the node (Design mode) or the line of YANG code (Source
mode), containing the searched text (Figure 51).
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Figure 76: Viewing the results of Find in Project function
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USE LEGACY YANG DESIGNER DOCUMENTS AND YIN FILES
MG-SOFT Visual YANG Designer 2019 (and later) lets you edit modules in YANG format
(.yang). Modules in legacy YANG Designer Document format (.ydd) or in XML-based YIN
format (.yin) need to be converted to YANG format first, as described in this section.

11.1 Converting Legacy YDD Files to YANG Format
In order to use modules saved in legacy YANG Designer Document (.ydd) file format, first
create a new project, as described in the Creating a New Project section.
Then, convert the legacy YANG Designer Document (.ydd) file(s) to YANG format (.yang)
and add the resulting YANG file(s) to the project, as described below.
1. In YANG Designer, in the Project panel, select the directory, which the resulting YANG
file(s) will be added to.
2. Choose the File / Convert / YDD to YANG command from the main menu (Figure 77).

Figure 77: Selecting the command to add legacy YDD files to project

3. The Convert YANG Designer Document (YDD) Files dialog box appears (Figure 78).
In this dialog box, navigate to the folder containing the YDD files, select one or more
desired files (hold down the CTRL or SHIFT key) and click the Open button.
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Figure 78: Selecting the YDD files to be converted to YANG

4. The Save to YANG Files dialog box appears (Figure 79) displaying a table of
selected YDD files (From column), the names of found modules and submodules in
these YDD files (Module column) and the proposed file names of the YANG files to
be created (YANG File Name column).

Figure 79: The Save to YANG Files dialog box displays conversion details


By default, the proposed name of each YANG file includes the name of the
respective module/submodule and .yang extension. To change the name of a
certain YANG file, click the relevant cell in the YANG File Name column, edit
the name and press Enter to confirm the change.
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By default, the YANG files will be generated in the selected project folder. The
full path to this folder is shown in the Directory input line. To change the
destination path, click the Browse (...) button next to the Directory input line
and choose to the desired directory in the Select Directory dialog box that
appears.

5. After you have reviewed or edited the YDD to YANG conversion table, click the
Convert button to perform the conversion and save the YANG file(s).
6. The generated YANG files appear in the specified folder (e.g., in a project source root
directory). You can open them for editing or manipulate files, as described in the
Manipulating YANG Files in Project Panel section.

Figure 80: Generated YANG files in a project source folder

11.2 Converting YIN Files to YANG Format
Visual YANG Designer lets you convert modules written in XML-based YIN format (.yin) to
native YANG format (.yang) and add the resulting YANG file(s) to the current project. The
procedure is very similar to converting YDD files to YANG format.
1. In YANG Designer, in the Project panel, select the source root folder you wish to add
the resulting YANG files to.
2. Choose the File / Convert / YIN to YANG command from the main menu (Figure 81).
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Figure 81: Choosing the command to convert YIN files to YANG format

3. The Convert YIN Documents (YIN Files) dialog box appears (Figure 82). In this dialog
box, navigate to the folder containing the YIN files, select one or more desired files
(hold down the CTRL or SHIFT key) and click the Open button.

Figure 82: Selecting YIN files to be converted to YANG

4. The Save to YANG Files dialog box appears (Figure 83) displaying a table of
selected YIN files (From column), the names of the found modules or submodules in
these YIN files (Module column) and the proposed file names of the YANG files to be
generated (YANG File Name column).
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Figure 83: The Save to YANG Files dialog box displays YIN to YANG conversion details


By default, the proposed name of each target YANG file is the name of the
module/submodule found in the respective YIN file and the .yang extension. To
change the name of a certain YANG file, click the relevant cell in the YANG
File Name column, edit the name and press Enter to confirm the change.



By default, the YANG files will be generated in the selected project folder. The
full path to this folder is shown in the Directory input line. To change the
destination path, click the Browse (...) button next to the Directory input line
and choose to the desired directory in the Select Directory dialog box that
appears.

5. After you have reviewed or edited the conversion table, click the Convert button to
perform the conversion and save the YANG file(s).
6. The generated YANG files appear in the specified folder (e.g., in a project source root
directory). You can open them for editing or manipulate files, as described in the
Manipulating YANG Files in Project Panel section.
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VALIDATE MODULES
MG-SOFT Visual YANG Designer checks whether the YANG modules and submodules in
the project comply with the rules in the YANG specification (i.e., YANG version 1 (RFC 6020)
or YANG version 1.1 (RFC 7950) - depending on the version of YANG language used in the
modules). This process is called validation.
The software incorporates two types of validation: complete validation of all YANG files
in the project and incremental validation, which validates only the last modification
made to a YANG file in much narrower scope (incremental validation also quickly rechecks all inconsistencies previously detected by complete validation).
Visual YANG Designer validates YANG modules automatically on-the-fly, meaning that
it performs validation when you open the project (complete validation) and later whenever
you modify any of the (sub)modules in it (incremental validation). The software logs all
detected inconsistencies in the Validation Messages tab in the Output panel and marks
all YANG files in the Project panel that contain errors or warnings with either error ( ) or
warning ( ) symbol, depending on the severity of the inconsistencies found. When such
YANG files are opened for editing, the nodes (statements) within these files that do not
comply with the relevant YANG specification are also marked with error or warning
symbols. For more information, please refer to the section About Validation Messages.

Figure 84: Choosing command to (re)validate the entire project

Complete (re)validation can also be invoked manually at any time by selecting the Project
 Validate Entire Project command, as described below. This command discards all
existing validation data and performs complete re-validation of all YANG files in the project.
This is useful if incremental validation fails to produce results that are consistent with the
current state of modules (e.g., old error/warning messages are still shown, etc.).

12.1 Validating YANG Modules and Fixing Inconsistencies
1. To manually check whether the YANG modules you are editing, as well as all other
YANG files in the project, comply with the syntax and semantic rules defined in the
YANG specification, use the Project  Validate Entire Project command or click the
Validate Entire Project toolbar button (
).
Tip: The above command is executed automatically when you load/open a project in Visual
YANG Designer, however, you can execute it also manually at any time later.
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2. If any inconsistencies are found during validation, Visual YANG Designer reports
them by displaying Error or Warning messages (depending on the severity level of
the inconsistency) in the Validation Messages tab of the Output panel displayed at
the bottom-right section of the main window (Figure 85). The number of error and
warning messages is displayed also in the status bar.

Figure 85: Validation messages displayed in the Output window (see also status bar)

3. Double-click a message in the Validation Messages tab to quickly display the
relevant YANG file and:


the corresponding node in the YANG tree (Design mode - Figure 86), or



the line in the YANG Source Editor (Source mode), which the message refers to
(Figure 87).
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Figure 86: Locating the erroneous node in the YANG tree in Design mode (validation message is
shown also in the Node Properties view)

Figure 87: Locating the corresponding line in the YANG Source Editor in Source mode (red
rectangles indicate the line number)

4. To eliminate the reported inconsistency:
 edit the properties of the referenced node in the Node Properties view (Design mode),
or
 edit the erroneous definition in the YANG Source Editor (Source mode).
5. After you have fixed the inconsistency, the error message will automatically
disappear from the Validation Messages list. In case the error does not disappear
automatically, select the Project  Validate Entire Project command or click the
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corresponding toolbar button (
) to discard existing validation data and re-validate
all YANG files in the project and thus ensure the corresponding error or warning
message is cleared.

Figure 88: One error message has disappeared after fixing the corresponding inconsistency

6. Repeat the above procedure until no more validation messages exist in the
Validation Messages tab.
Tip: Press the F12 (⌘+F12 on Mac) keyboard shortcut to quickly jump to the next error
message, or the F11 (⌘+F11 on Mac) to jump to the next warning message (if any).

12.2 About Validation Messages in Visual YANG Designer
Visual YANG Designer uses two types of validation messages to report YANG definition
inconsistencies:


ERROR ( ) message indicates a critical or major syntax or semantic error in YANG
module. The reported error needs to be corrected in order for a YANG file to conform
to the YANG specification rules.



WARNING ( ) message warns you of a minor (sometimes potential) syntax or
semantic error in YANG module. To produce a YANG module that will fully conform
to the YANG specification, you should eliminate the inconsistencies reported by the
warning messages.
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Every validation message contains a short, but meaningful description of the
inconsistency. A list of all error and warning messages and their references to relevant
sections in the YANG specification is provided in Appendix 1.
The Validation Messages tab in Visual YANG Designer provides the following options:


To sort validation messages in ascending or descending order, click any column
header (Type/Severity, Position, and Description) once or twice, respectively.



To hide or show the warning messages, check or uncheck the Suppress warnings
checkbox in the Validation Messages tab of the Output panel.



Press the F12 key (⌘+F12 on Mac) repeatedly to quickly jump through the error
messages in the list. Press the SHIFT+F12 (⌘+SHIFt+F12 on Mac) to jump to the
previous error message(s).



Press the F11 key (⌘+F11 on Mac) repeatedly to quickly jump through the warning
messages in the list. Use the SHIFT+F11 (⌘+SHIFt+F11 on Mac) to jump to the
previous warning message(s).
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VIEW RESOLVED YANG TREE
The software lets you view the fully resolved YANG trees of all YANG files in the project. In
the resolved YANG tree, the effects of augment, refine and deviation statements
can be viewed, as well as the expanded uses, import and include statements. To view
the fully resolved YANG tree, proceed as follows:
1. Select the Project / Show Resolved YANG Tree command from the main menu.
2. The Resolved YANG Tree window appears, displaying the tree structures of the YANG
files in the project with resolved (expanded) YANG statements (Figure 89).

Figure 89:Viewing a module’s resolved YANG tree with expanded YANG statements

3. Certain nodes in the resolved YANG tree are marked with special symbols:


Nodes that originate from grouping statements are marked with the
symbol,

overlay



nodes inserted by the augment statements are displayed with the



nodes that originate from grouping statements defined in augmentation
modules are marked with the symbol.

symbol,

4. Click a node in the Resolved tree panel on the left to view its properties in the panel on
right hand-side.
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EXPORT MODULES TO YIN FORMAT
MG-SOFT YANG Designer lets you translate YANG modules to XML-based YIN format
for external use. YIN modules can then be used in applications that support the YIN
format. An example of such application is MG-SOFT NetConf Browser that can load both,
YANG and YIN modules.

14.1 Converting YANG Files to YIN Format
1. In the Project panel, select one or more YANG files that you wish to export to YIN
format and choose the File / Convert / YANG to YIN command.

Figure 90: Choosing the command to convert YANG files to YIN format

2. The Save to YIN Files dialog box appears (Figure 91).

Figure 91: The Save to YANG Files dialog box displays YANG to YIN conversion details
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The Save to YIN Files dialog box displays a table of selected YANG files (From
column), the names of found modules or submodules in these YANG files (Module
column) and the proposed file names of the YIN files to be generated (YIN File
Name column). In the Export Module dialog box, navigate to the destination, where
you want the exported file to be created, select the YIN File (.yin) format from
the Files of type drop down list, and enter the file name into the File name input line.


By default, the proposed name of each YIN file includes the name of the
respective module/submodule and the .yin extension. To change the name of
a specific YIN file, click the relevant cell in the YIN File Name column, edit the
name and press Enter to confirm the change.



Check the Revision in file name (when possible) checkbox, to enable adding
the latest module revision (if it exists) to the name of the generated YIN file
(module-name@revision.yin).



Check the Overwrite existing files checkbox, to enable automatic overwriting
of the YIN files with the same name - if they exist in the target directory.



By default, the YIN files will be generated in the project directory. The full path to
this folder is shown in the Directory input line. To change the destination path,
click the Browse (...) button next to the Directory input line and choose the
desired directory in the Select Directory dialog box that appears.

3. After you have reviewed or edited the conversion table, click the Convert button to
perform the conversion and save the resulting YIN file(s).
Note: Visual YANG Designer automatically validates all modules in the project before you convert
them to YIN file format. If any inconsistencies are found during validation, YANG Designer notifies you
about that. It is recommended to fix all inconsistencies before exporting the module/submodule(s),
otherwise the resulting file(s) may not be complete or valid.
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APPENDIX 1: LIST OF VALIDATION MESSAGES

Error Messages
Following is the list of error messages reported by MG-SOFT Visual YANG Designer:
Error Message
"prefix \"%s\" already used for module %s"
"prefix \"%s\" is not defined (reported only once)"
"illegal type name \"%s\""
"type name \"%s\" is already defined at %s"
"grouping name \"%s\" is already defined at %s"
"feature name \"%s\" is already defined at %s"
"identity name \"%s\" is already defined at %s"
"extension name \"%s\" is already defined at %s"
"circular dependency for %s \"%s\""

"module \"%s\" not found in search path"
"module \"%s\" revision \"%s\" not found in search path"
"module %s includes %s, but %s does not specify a correct belongs-to"
"grouping \"%s\" not found in module %s"
"identity \"%s\" not found in module %s"
"extension \"%s\" not defined in module %s"
"unexpected argument for extension %s"
"expected argument for extension %s"
"the value \"%s\" does not match its base type %s- %s"
"range error: \"%s\" is not larger than \"%s\""
"type \"%s\" not found in module %s"
"restriction %s not allowed for this base type"

YANG 1
RFC 6020
Reference

YANG 1.1
RFC 7950
Reference

7.1.4. p4
7.1.4. p1
7.3. p3
7.3. p3
6.2.1 p1
6.2.1 p1
6.2.1 p1
6.2.1 p1
5.1. p6
7.11. p4
7.18.1. p5
7.16.2. p4
7.3. p2
5.1. p5
5.1.1. p1
7.2.2. p1
7.12. p1
7.16.2. p1
9.10.2. p1

7.1.4. p4
7.1.4. p1
7.3. p3
7.3. p3
6.2.1 p1
6.2.1 p1
6.2.1 p1
6.2.1 p1
5.1. p6
7.12. p4
7.20.1. p5
7.18.2. p4
7.3. p2
5.1. p5
5.1.1. p1
7.2.2. p1
7.13. p1
7.18.2. p1
9.10. p1

7.17. p3
7.17.2. p1
7.17.2. p1
7.3.4. p2
7.6.4. p2
9.2.4. p2
7.4. p1
9.2.3. p1
9.3.3. p1
9.4.3. p1
9.5.3. p1
9.6.3. p1
9.7.1. p1
9.8.1. p1
9.9.1. p1
9.10.1. p1
9.11.1. p1
9.12.1. p1
9.13.1. p1

7.19. p3
7.19.2. p1
7.19.2. p1
7.3.4. p2
7.6.4. p2
9.2.4. p2
7.4. p1
9.2.3. p1
9.3.3. p1
9.4.3. p1
9.5.3. p1
9.6.3. p1
9.7.1. p1
9.8.1. p1
9.9.1. p1
9.10.1. p1
9.11.1. p1
9.12.1. p1
9.13.1. p1
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9.3.4. p1
9.9.2. p1
"length error: \"%s\" is not larger than \"%s\""
9.4.4. p2
"length error: \"%s\" is too large"
9.4.4. p2
"a type %s must have at least one %s statement"
9.12. p2
9.6.4. p1
9.7.4. p1
"the integer value \"%s\" has already been used for the enumeration at %s" 9.6.4.2. p1
"the enumeration value \"%s\" is not a 32 bit integer"
9.6.4.2. p1
"the enum name \"%s\" has already been used for the enumeration at %s" 9.6.4. p3
"the position \"%s\" has already been used for the bit at %s"
9.7.4.2. p1
"the position value \"%s\" is not valid"
9.7.4.2. p1
"the bit name \"%s\" has already been used for the bit at %s"
9.7.4. p2
"the type %s (defined at %s) cannot be part of a union"
9.12. p3
"a \'default\' value cannot be given when \'mandatory\' is \"true\""
7.9.3. p2
7.6.4. p3
"expected a data definition statement as child to \"%s\""
7.13.2. p1
7.13.3. p1
"node %s::%s is not found"
7.12.2. p1
7.15. p1
7.18.3. p1
"node %s::%s cannot be refined"
7.12.2. p3
"\"%s\" node \"%s::%s\" cannot be refined with \"%s\""
7.12.2. p3
"the node \"%s\" is already refined at %s"
7.12.2. p3
"node %s::%s of type %s cannot be augmented"
7.15. p1
"config true cannot be set when the parent is config false"
7.19.1. p5
"there is already a child node to \"%s\" at %s with the name \"%s\" defined
at %s"
6.2.1 p1
"the list at \"%s\" needs at least one key because it is used as config"
7.8.2. p1
"the list needs at least one key"
7.8.2. p1
"the key \"%s\" does not reference an existing leaf"
7.8.2. p1
"the key \"%s\" must not be listed more than once"
7.8.2. p1
"the type %s cannot be part of a key, used by leaf %s"
7.8.2. p3
"the key \"%s\" does not have same \"config\" as its list"
7.8.2. p4
"the identifier \"%s\" in the unique argument does not reference an existing
container"
7.8.3. p1
"the unique argument \"%s\" does not reference an existing leaf"
7.8.3. p1
"the unique argument references a mix of configuration and state leafs"
7.8.3. p2
"the default case \"%s\" is not found"
7.9.3. p1
"mandatory node in default case"
7.9.3. p4
"%s:%s in the leafref path for %s at %s is not found"
9.9.2. p1
"the leafref path for %s at %s has too many \"..\""
9.9.2. p2
"%s:%s in the leafref path for %s at %s is not the name of a key leaf"
9.9.2. p3
"%s:%s in the leafref path for %s at %s is referenced more than once"
9.9.2. p3
"%s:%s in the leafref path\'s predicate for %s at %s is compared with a
node that is not a leaf"
9.9.2. p2
"%s:%s in the leafref path for %s at %s has a predicate, but is not a list"
9.9.2. p3
"the leafref path for %s at %s does not refer to a leaf"
9.9.2. p1
"the leafref path for %s is config but refers to a non-config leaf %s defined 9.9.2. p4

9.3.4. p1
9.9.2. p1
9.4.4. p2
9.4.4. p2
9.12. p2
9.6.4. p1
9.7.4. p1
9.6.4.2. p1
9.6.4.2. p1
9.6.4. p3
9.7.4.2. p1
9.7.4.2. p1
9.7.4. p2
9.12. p3
7.9.3. p2
7.6.4. p3
7.14.2. p1
7.14.3. p1
7.13.2. p1
7.17. p1
7.20.3. p1
7.13.2. p3
7.13.2. p3
7.13.2. p3
7.17. p1
7.21.1. p5
6.2.1 p1
7.8.2. p1
7.8.2. p1
7.8.2. p1
7.8.2. p1
N/A
7.8.2. p4
7.8.3. p1
7.8.3. p1
7.8.3. p2
7.9.3. p1
7.9.3. p4
9.9.2. p1
9.9.2. p2
9.9.2. p3
9.9.2. p3
9.9.2. p2
9.9.2. p3
9.9.2. p1
9.9.2. p4
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at %s"
"XPath variable \"%s\" is not defined in the XPath context"
"XPath function \"%s\" is not defined in the XPath context"
"XPath syntax error: %s"
"key node \"%s::%s\" cannot be deviated with \"not-supported\""
"the %s property already exists in node \"%s::%s\""
"the %s property cannot be added"
"the %s property does not exist in node \"%s::%s\""
"submodule %s is included by %s, but not by the module %s"
"syntax error in pattern: %s"
"%s:%s in the leafref path for %s at %s references a %s node"
"feature \"%s\" not found in module %s"
"the type \"%s\" cannot have a default value"
"cannot include %s \"%s\", must be a submodule"
"cannot import %s \"%s\", must be a module"
"unexpected keyword \"%s\""
"expected an argument for keyword \"%s\""
"did not expect an argument, got \"%s\""
"bad value \"%s\" (should be %s)"
"expected keyword \"%s\""
"expected keyword \"%s\" as child to \"%s\""
"unexpected keyword \"%s\", expected \"%s\""
"unexpected keyword \"%s\" with argument \"%s\", %s"
"a deviate with \"%s\" argument cannot contain %s property"
"cannot augment mandatory node \"%s\" into a target node from another
module"
"module %s includes %s, but %s does not specify a correct belongs-to"
"the given value \"%s\" does not match the base enum value \"%s\""
"the given position \"%s\" does not match the base bit position \"%s\""
"a \'default\' value cannot be given when \'min-elements\' is greater than 0"
"the statement %s cannot be given for a key"
"the identifier \"%s\" in unique argument references a list"
"cannot have other deviate statement together with \"not-supported\""
"cannot include a version %s submodule in a version %s module"
"a version %s module cannot import a version %s module by revision"
"submodule \"%s\" is not included by module \"%s\"%s"
"an action cannot have %s as %s"

"the definition of %s \"%s\"%s is marked with an \"if-feature\" statement"
"length error: length restriction \"%s\" must be equally or more limiting than
restrictions of the base type"
"a key leaf cannot be provided by a conditional uses statement"
"a version %s module cannot import multiple revisions of the same
module"
"%s is not a valid character inside %s string"
"module namespace cannot be revised from '%s' to '%s'"

6.4.1. p1
6.4.1. p1
6.4. p2
7.18.3.2. p2
7.18.3.2. p3
7.18.3.2. p3
7.18.3.2. p5
7.1.6. p1
9.4.6. p1
9.9.2. p1
7.18.2. p1
9.11. p2
7.1.6. p1
7.1.5. p1
12.*
12.*
12.*
12.*
12.*
12.*
12.*
12.*
12.*

6.4.1. p1
6.4.1. p1
6.4. p2
7.20.3.2. p2
7.20.3.2. p3
7.20.3.2. p3
7.20.3.2. p5
7.1.6. p1 & p3
9.4.5. p1
9.9.2. p1
7.20.2. p1
9.11. p2
7.1.6. p1
7.1.5. p1
14.*
14.*
14.*

7.15. p6
7.2.2. p1
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

7.17. p7
7.2.2. p1
9.6.4.2. p5
9.7.4.2. p5
7.7.4. p3
7.21.5. p2
7.20.2. p4
7.8.3. p3
7.20.3.2. p2
12. p1
12. p2
5.1. p8 b2
7.15. p3
7.15. p4
7.15. p5
7.6.4, p4

9.4.4., p3
N/A

9.4.4., p3
7.21.5., p3

7.1.5., p4
N/A
10, p3

N/A
6.1.3., p1
11, p3

N/A
7.8.3. p3
7.18.3.2. p2
N/A
N/A
N/A

14.*
14.*
14.*
14.*
14.*
14.*
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"a revision must be specified"
"revision '%s' must be newer than '%s'"
"removing %s '%s', defined at %s, is not an allowed revision"
"adding %s '%s' to an existing %s definition is not an allowed revision"
"changing %s from '%s' to '%s' is not an allowed revision of an existing %s
definition"
"changing base type from %s to %s is not an allowed revision"
"%s restriction may only be revised to expand the value space"
"enum '%s' cannot be revised to change its value from %s to %s"
"bit '%s' cannot be revised to change its position from %s to %s"
"a leafref path cannot be revised to point to a different leaf"
"union types cannot be revised for an existing type definition"
"adding a new mandatory node %s is not an allowed definition revision"
"cannot revise a definition by changing its status from %s to %s"
"state data node %s cannot be revised to represent configuration because
it is mandatory"
"configuration data node %s cannot be revised to represent state data"
"existing definitions cannot be revised by adding %s statements to them"
"existing when statements cannot be %s"
"cannot revise definition by adding a default statement (it was already
present indirectly)"
"changing semantics of an existing type statement is not an allowed
revision %s"
"changing order of existing data definition substatements is not an allowed
revision - expected %s '%s', found %s '%s'"
p – paragraph, b – bullet, N/A – not applicable

10, p2
10, p2
10, p4
10, p6

11, p2
11, p2
11, p4
11, p6

10, p6
10, p5, b18
10, p5, b3
10, p5, b1
10, p5, b2
10, p5, b18
10, p5, b18
10, p5, b13
10, p5, b17
10, p5, b15

11, p6
11, p5, b21
11, p5, b3
11, p5, b1
11, p5, b2
11, p5, b21
11, p5, b21
11, p5, b16
11, p5, b20
11, p5, b18

10, p5, b15
10, p5, b7
10, p6
10, p5, b4

11, p5, b18
11, p5, b7
11, p5, b8
N/A
11, p5, b4

10, p5, b18

11, p5, b21

10, p7

11, p7

Warning Messages
Following is the list of warning messages reported by MG-SOFT Visual YANG Designer:
Warning Message
"the leaf \"%s\" occurs more than once in the unique expression"
"default value for a key leaf is ignored"
"\"mandatory\" statement for a key leaf is ignored"
"explicit config statement is ignored"

"the revision statements are not given in reverse chronological order"
"imported module %s not used"
"local typedef %s not used"
"local grouping %s not used"
"a deviate with \"%s\" argument should contain at least one property"
"using a non-standard XPath function - %s"
"bad XPath semantics - could not determine context node for expression"

YANG 1
RFC 6020
Reference

YANG 1.1
RFC 7950
Reference

7.8.3. p3
7.8.2. p2
7.8.2. p2
7.13.2. p4
7.13.3. p4
7.14. p4
7.1.9. p1
/
/
/
12.*
6.4.1. p1
7.5.3. p4

7.8.3. p3
7.8.2. p2
7.8.2. p2
7.14.2. p5
7.14.3. p5
7.16. p9
7.1.9. p1
/
/
/
14.*
6.4.1. p1
7.5.3. p4
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"XPath function '%s' expects %s argument(s)"

6.4.1 p1
[*] 4

"XPath expression '%s' (at %s) evaluates to a constant"
"XPath literal %s (at %s) should probably be %s"
"instead of an XPath equality expression at %s use an expression like
\"contains(concat(' ', normalize-space(%s), ' '), ' %s ')\" to check bit
values"
"instead of an XPath equality expression at %s use an expression like
\"bit-is-set(%s, '%s')\" to check bit values"
"XPath literal %s (at %s) does not match %s"
"XPath construct '%s' (at %s) references the initial context node or one of
its descendants in a when expression"
"XPath location step '%s' (at %s) selects zero nodes"
"XPath expression contains a prefixed node test in top-level grouping
content ('%s' at %s)"
"XPath expression contains an unbound prefix '%s' (at %s)"
"selecting XPath %s nodes is not advised"
"XPath predicate '%s' (at %s) should not be used (evaluates to a number)
unless context contains an ordered-by user leaf-list or list"
"XPath function '%s' should not be used, %s"
"XPath location step '%s' (at %s) uses an axis which may be empty in a
NETCONF server implementation"
"XPath location step '%s' (at %s) uses an axis which relies on undefined
document order - ensure that this is not relevant to the outcome of the
expression"
"XPath construct '%s' (at %s) using an int64 or uint64 data node in a
numeric expression"
"XPath expression implicitly converts a node-set to string (depends on
document order)"
"illegal identifier \"%s\", must not start with [xX][mM][lL]"
"non-unique \'default\' value \"%s\" in a configuration leaf-list"

/
/

7.21.5. p5
7.5.3. p4
7.21.5. p5
[*] 3.3 p2
[*] 3.3 p3
[*] 3.3 p4
[*] 4.4 p4
[*] 4.1 p5
[*] 4.1 p9
[*] 4.1 p11
[*] 4.1 p13
10.3.1.*
10.4.1.*
10.4.2.*
10.5.1.*
10.6.1.*
10.1.1.*
10.2.1.*
10.3.1.*
10.4.1.*
10.4.2.*
10.5.1.*
10.6.1.*
[*] 4
/
/

/

N/A

N/A
/

10.6.1.*
/

/
/

7.21.5. p5
/

/
[*] 2.3 p3
/

N/A
[*] 2.3 p3
/

[**] 4.6.2 p1
[**] 4.6.2

6.4. p3
[**] 4.6.2

[**] 4.6.3. p1

[**] 4.6.3. p1

[**] 4.6.3 p2
[**] 4.6.3 p3

6.4. p3

[**] 4.6.4 p1

6.4. p4

[**] 4.6.4 p2
12.*

6.4. p3
N/A
7.7. p2 &
7.7.2.*
7.7.6. p1 &
7.7.2.*

"bad XPath semantics - a context node for expression does not exist"
"XPath construct '%s' (at %s) does not return a node set"

7.19.5. p3
7.5.3. p4
7.19.5. p3
[*] 3.3 p2
[*] 3.3 p3
[*] 3.3 p4
[*] 4.4 p4
[*] 4.1 p5
[*] 4.1 p9
[*] 4.1 p11
[*] 4.1 p13

N/A
"more \'default\' values defined for this leaf-list than its \'max-elements\'
specifies"

N/A
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"all keys in the list are redundantly present in the unique statement"
"XPath function %s (at %s) expects %s as %s argument, but found '%s'"

/

N/A
/

/
10.2.1.*
10.4.1.*
10.4.2.*
10.6.1.*
10.4.1.*
10.4.2.*
10.5.1.*
10.6.1.*
N/A

N/A

/

N/A
/
10, p5, b7
10, p6

/
/
11, p5, b7
11, p5, b8
11, p6

10, p5, b11

11, p5, b12

10, p5, b3

11, p5, b3

10, p5, b18

11, p5, b21

N/A
"XPath function %s (at %s) expects its %s argument to %s"

"submodule \"%s\" is not included by module \"%s\"%s"
"XPath construct '%s' (at %s) limits usage of the enclosing grouping '%s'
to specific contexts"
"XPath construct '%s' (at %s) limits usage of the enclosing grouping '%s'
to specific contexts (perhaps you meant '%s' instead)"
"duplicate include of %s"
"%srevision of an existing %s statement - ensure its condition has been
relaxed"
"presence statement revised - ensure that it is semantically equivalent"
"description %s - ensure that this revision does not change semantics of
the definition being described"
"%srevision of an existing %s statement - ensure that value space has
been expanded"
"semantics of an existing type statement may have changed with this
revision %s"
p – paragraph, b – bullet, N/A – not applicable

[*] – RFC6020, 18.1, [XPATH] https://www.w3.org/TR/1999/REC-xpath-19991116
[**] – RFC8407, https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc8407
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APPENDIX 2: LIST OF KEYBOARD SHORTCUTS
Action

Default Keyboard
Shortcut (Windows,
Linux)

Mac Keyboard
Shortcut

New Project

CTRL+SHIFT+N

⌘+SHIFT+N

Always

Yes

Open Project

CTRL+O

⌘+O

Always

Yes

New YANG File

CTRL+N

⌘+N

Always

Yes

Save

CTRL+S

⌘+S

Always

Yes

Save All

CTRL+ALT+S

⌘+ALT+S

Always

Yes

Open Files in Project

CTRL+ALT+O

⌘+ALT+O

Always

No

Undo

CTRL+Z

⌘+Z

Always

Yes

Redo

CTRL+Y

SHIFT+⌘+Z

Always

Yes

Cut

CTRL+X

⌘+X

Always

No

Copy

CTRL+C

⌘+C

Always

Yes

Paste

CTRL+V

⌘+V

Always

Yes

Paste as Reference

CTRL+SHIFT+V

⌘+ SHIFT+V

Design Mode

Yes

Delete Character

Delete

Delete

Source Mode

Yes

Remove Node

Delete

Delete

Design Mode

Yes

Delete File

Delete

Delete

Project Panel

Yes

Rename File

CTRL+R

⌘+R

Project Panel

Yes

Open File

Enter

Enter

Project Panel

Yes

Find

CTRL+F

⌘+F

Always

Yes

Find Next

F3

F3

Always

Yes

Find Previous

SHIFT+F3

SHIFT+F3

Always

Yes

Find in Project

CTRL+SHIFT+F

⌘+SHIFT+F

Always

Yes

Replace

CTRL+H

CTRL+H

Source Mode

Yes

Find Usages

CTRL+SHIFT+B

⌘+SHIFT+B

Always

Yes

Select All

CTRL+A

⌘+A

Source Mode

Yes

Format Source

ALT+SHIFT+F

⌘+SHIFT+F

Source Mode

No

Toggle Comment

CTRL+SHIFT+C

⌘+SHIFT+C

Source Mode

Yes

Auto-Complete Source

CTRL+Space

CTRL+Space

Source Mode

Yes

Last Edit Location

CTRL+Q

CTRL+Q

Source Mode

Yes

Go To Definition

CTRL+B

⌘+B

Always

Yes

Forward

ALT+RIGHT

ALT+RIGHT

Source Mode

Yes

Back

ALT+LEFT

ALT+LEFT

Source Mode

Yes

Reset Windows

ALT+Enter

ALT+Enter

Always

Yes

Toggle Property Nodes Off

CTRL+LEFT

CTRL+,

Design Mode

No

Toggle Property Nodes On

CTRL+RIGHT

CTRL+.

Design Mode

No

Design Mode

No

Show Property Nodes for Subtree CTRL+SHIFT+RIGHT CTRL+SHIFT+.

Available

Default Also
Supported
on Mac
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Hide Property Nodes for Subtree CTRL+SHIFT+LEFT CTRL+SHIFT+,

Design Mode

No

Validation Error Next

F12

⌘+F12

Always

No

Validation Error Previous

SHIFT+F12

⌘+SHIFT+F12

Always

No

Validation Warning Next

F11

⌘+F11

Always

No

Validation Warning Previous

SHIFT+F11

⌘+SHIFT+F11

Always

No

Show Resolved YANG Tree

F4

F4

Always

Yes

Validate Entire Project

SHIFT+F5

SHIFT+F5

Always

Yes

User Manual

F1

F1

Always

Yes

Project Panel

CTRL+1

⌘+1

Always

Yes

Log tab

CTRL+2

⌘+2

Always

Yes

Validation Messages tab

CTRL+3

⌘+3

Always

Yes

Usages tab

CTRL+4

⌘+4

Always

Yes

Source tab

CTRL+5

⌘+5

Design Mode

Yes

YANG Tree Editor

CTRL+6

⌘+6

Design Mode

Yes

Node Properties Editor

CTRL+7

⌘+7

Design Mode

Yes

Components tab

CTRL+8

⌘+8

Design Mode

Yes

YANG Source Editor

CTRL+5

⌘+5

Source Mode

Yes

YANG Tree Preview

CTRL+6

⌘+6

Source Mode

Yes

Show Context Popup Menu

CTRL+ALT+P
CONTEXT_MENU

⌘+ALT+P

Always

No

Move between GUI controls

TAB or
CTRL+TAB

TAB or
CTRL+TAB

Always

Yes

Unset value (disable GUI control) CTRL+U
(where applicable)
CTRL+click

CTRL+U
CTRL+click

Design Mode

Yes
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